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Tax PORTLAND Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at V8.A0 per year in ad- I
vance. to which will be added twenty-five cents for j
each throe months' delay, and if not paid at the eud
of the year the paper will be discontinued.
Single copies three cents.
The Mai nr State Press is published every Thurs-

•

day morning,

at V2.00 per

annum

in advance; 92.2T>

If paid wtthiu six months; and #2.60, if payment be

delayed beyond

the year.

Itates of Advertising:
Transient Advertisements, VI.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
more than oue week, VI.25 per square; 76 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,

j

VI.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, 4c., under head of Amusements,
VR.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, V1.60 per square for first week,
VI .00 per week after.
Business Notices, In reading columns, 12 cents
per line fbr une insertion. No charge less than fifty

j
j

above rates fbr each insertion.
ad-

vance.

ty All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Editors qf the Press," and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
The Portland Daily and

or

paper

promptly

transacted

on

application

Rappahannock.
Our correspondent, whose letter is printed
below, has already given the reason for a delay In crossing the Rappahannock, which first
which

belongs

surprise, and finally
resulted in sheer failure through the impossibility of pushing forward over Virginia roads
during a prolonged rainstorm. When the order to march was first given, the roads were
dry and hard. That order was countermanded from Washington, through the influence, it
is alleged, of generals in the army then commanded by Burnside. The names of these
generals are not yet known.
On Monday, the 19th, after a week’s waiting, the arrangements for crossing the river
were again complete.
Franklin, commanding
the center, was to cross at Banks’s ford; Hooker, with the right grand division, wa« to cross
a mile above; Sunnier, with the left, at a point
below Franklin and about two miles above

Falmouth.
Hooker and Franklin moved on Tuesday,
and a detachment of engineers began to cut
a road through a dense pine forest to the crossing selected for Sumner. Franklin reached a
point on the Warrenton road opposite Banks’s
ford, and about two miles from the river. The
roads were good, and Hooker also readied his
destination.

There were no

signs

of

a

aud

troops marched back

nights

near

the railroad

side stuck in the mud.”

quantities"

Washington.

The

following letter,

LAW DOCUMENTS execnted with

Hilton’s

equal.

Printing,

tT~ Only 25 Cents per Bottle, at
LORI5fG’8 DRUG

Executed In tute to (oft the raoet flutidtone.

dfcwtf

AFTER

FROST

AND

ALL 80RTS OF

a

patent* and

Journey

to

the usual
here saved inveutors.

New

Invalid

EST.1IILI.SHEr).DECEMBER 1. 1843.

i

CASH CAPITAL, *2,37 2,04 5 74, INVESTED.

j

in quarterly or
semi-annual payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid naif cadi, and the balauee in cash oil
five years, with iutcrcst.
Amount takeu in one
risk, is

j

Washington,

Premiums may be
after.

paid in ten years—no forfeiture

are

regard Mr. Eddy as one of the mo*/ capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse."
CHARLES MASON.
Commissioner of Patent*.
"I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more competent and
trustworthy, and more capable of putting their ap-

JOHN W.

PORTLAND,

ME.

EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents.
II.
"Mr. R.
Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applications, on all but omc of w hich patent* have been

-OF THE-

OF BOSTON, MASS.,

Capital Stock.*106,100
Amount

JOHN TAGGART.

;

DOLLARS will

or

our

PUBLISHERS OF THE PR’"S8.

..

Lowell
Pemberton
Bay State.

Lawrence,

"

20

B’ukofCominerce.Boston,"
"
North America,"
Howard Bank,
M
Safety Fund Bank,
M
Eliot Bank.

80
32

Lowell k Lawrence R. K.
Stony Brook

"

"

»•

6 United States Bonds, 6 per cent.due 1881,
Deposited with U. S. As lataut Treasurer
at Boston,
Halauce in bauds of Agents,

OYSTERS,

10
35
00
00
1.660 00
6,25c 00
1,600 00
6.126 00
6,000 00
6.000 00
6.000 00
2.000 00
8,000 00
3,200 00
13.465 00
6,225 00

15,000 00
642 68

at the

£152,924 13

RESTAURANT.

Liabilities.
Losses reported upon which the liability
of the Co. is not determined
SIQ.OuO 00
Amount of all other claims against the
Co., (chiefly dividends uncalled for)
1,736 92
J W DANIELS. President.

Meals at all honrs, cooked to order.
-ALSO—

Rear

"

’’

Manufacturing Stocks,

NEW YORK AND VIRGINIA

EPHRAIM BROWN, Secretary.

DRAUGHT

Proprietor,

JOHN W.

U. 8. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland

dec28 3m

*42,981
17,606
15.180
1,100

real estate,

15
60
20
60
60
50
50

Office
•

jau2

MUNGER, Agent,
No.

Head of

166 Fore

Long

Wharf.

SPRiyo-BEDs,

ttbesses, pe w-custilus's, fc.. trc.
148 Eichnnge Street, Portland.

or

exchanged.

lT

COAL

Water
Bath

best quality, and

Maine

Clotelt, Urinalt, Force and Suetion Pumpt,
Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, qf all kinds constantly on hand.

9IERCHANTS'

Having

Wh’J.

Street,

never
The i*k

BROWN,

hand, and

receiving the

are daily
MOST DESIRABLE STYLES
on

Best

Of

Ambrotype

A

Styles

BEADY.MADE

Gentlemen’s

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,

which

I

we

TRASK A LEVTI8,
Square, h'd Preble St.

27 Market

July 14th.

1863

4tf

“HENRY

L. PAINE &
C.

Coal, Wood

Portlmd. Nov. 1». 1S62.

to suit

766

6,186
8,000
9.100
9.300

4,160

100
100

7,800 102) 7.687
9.000 10* 9j270
100 6.000 93 4.660

j

19.
20.
21.
22.
28.

24.
26.
26.

dlyr

Q-rocers,

MERCHANTS,

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
bead of

Commonwealth of Maaaaehnaetta.
SrrvoLK M

PBLEfl

statement, bv them .ubecribed, Is. in their belief
Before me.
Siaii'L 1*. HarwooD,
ISijned)
Justice of the reace.

trae.

JOHA

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
BRIGS, Ml STIFFS, CLASS WARE,

Block,

PORTLAND. ME.

Providence,

R. I.,

On the 30th day ol November. A D IMS.

incorporated.Mag
Capital,
2200
800
400
4o0
100
10»

all

FANCY

GOODS,

and Tabla Cutlery.

YANKEE NOTIONS,

Federal and 106 Congrett Streets,
HoatOtl.

BAItPIBLD.

P J. Foseistall

can

lei. 1861

paid ia cash. *160.000

share* Hank of Commerce stock,
••
**

American Hank
Merchants' Hank
Globe Bank
What Cheer Bank
Pbenix Bank

Amount of Premium Notes,
Amount of Cash on hand.
Amount of cash in hands of

"
••
"

Agents,

00

*110.00000
40.000 00
2,000 U0
>0,(0000
6.00060
6.000 00
*200.000 0*
14.838 74
2.981 61
2.918 67

*224,796 00

standing.

be found nt the above place

_wit

Amount of
Ain't of all

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

•

48.968 70

premiums thereon.

outstanding claims.
including unpaid dividends.
Largest amount insured ou any

10,86200

risk.
16.00000
WM COMSTOCK. President
(Signed)
Waites Paine, Secretary.
Providence, Dee. B. 1881.
The State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantation. Providence County as —In Providence this
twentv-secoud dsv of December, A D 1863. Thesi
William Comstock snd Walter Paine personally apbefore me. and the said William Comstock ib
pear*.!
Ids rapacity as President, and the said Walter Paine
one

rance

capacity as Secretary, of‘ Merchants’
Company,’ severally made oath to the

of the above statemont.

Insutruth
Henrt Martin.
Justice of the Peace.

JOHN W. MCNliEK A SON,

Agents,

No. 166 Fore St., head of
Janf

Long Wharf,

Perl lead, Me.

subscriber hereby gives public nodes to all
concerned, that he has been
duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator ds
bonis non with the will annexed of the estate of

THE

EDWARD M LEAVITT,
late of Portland in the Conntv of Cumberland, deceased by giving bond as tbe (aw directs; he therefore requests all persons who are Indebted to the said(
deceased's ostate to make immediate payment; and
those who tjgve any demands thereon, to exhibit the
PKTEK HANNA.
same for settlement to
30 w3w«
Portland, „au 6, 1868
_

THROUGH TICKETS
NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON, and toallpartsof

Book, Card & Fancy Printing TO
NEATLY EXECUTED

89,82*61

3.962.9*6 00

ing.

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

the times.
dtf

Long Wharf,

STATEWENT

P. J. Korristall and Millk ft Forestall,

IMPORTER ABD DEALER IB

June 88

1IJMCER,

Portland, Maine.

j, n 2 rod3w

in his

A. W. BANFIELO,

W.

W.

Amount of premiums thereon,
Aniouut of tire risks outstand-

WNULKki LB DEALERS IB

88 and 30

14. ISO.

*220.738 *2
LTBCB

TBO#.

JOHN W. PERKINS * ( O,

Pookot

Doc.

Amount of marine risks oat-

Ittdk.

)«33dtl

Successor to

Bo,ton

Personally appeared Oeorge A. ( urti,. i'reatdeat,
William M Lathrop, 8wrrt«ry of the ,hor,
Company and wrrrally madr oath that tha above

•tr.

WidperyT', Wharf.)

Portland, Mr.

Jul89dftwly

WM. M LATUHUP, Secretary.

(Signed)

INVESTMENTS

LYNCH * CO,

AMD

LTBCH.

82,400 00
19,704 61

Er

In

Tailor,

'W'h.olesa.le

Joan

u

Merchants’ Insurance Co,

An*. 8. 1W8.

(Opposite

ttj

Company? [I'nclaimed dividends.)
1.496 78
28. Amouut of cash received for premiums
on fire risks?
67,812 89
29. Amount of cash received for premiums
on marine risks?
80. Amount of notes received for premiums
on tire risks?
81. Amount of notes received for premiums
on marine risks?
32. Amount of cash received for interest ?
18,810 91
33 Amount of income received from all
other sources?
84. Amount of lire losses paid last
41,710 91
year?
86. Amount of marine losers paid last year?
86. Amount of dividend- paid the last year? 29J09H
37. Amount paid for expenses of ofllce?
9.72960
88. Amount of other expenditures?
4,117 T1
39. Amount received in sash for lire risks
not terminated *
68,789 89
40. Amount required to re-iasnre all outstanding risks? Impossible to determine.
41. Amount of premum uotes on risks not
terminated?
42. Amount of delinquent notes not
charged to profit and loss?
43. Highest rate of internet received ? Six
cent.
chest rate of intereet paid on money
borrowed? None.
46. How many shares of the capital stock
are pledged to the Company ?
None.
46. Baiauce to credit of profit and loss account ?
61,140 86
47. Baiauce to debit of profit and lost account?
48. flow many shares of the capital stock
are owne
by the Company, or not subscribed for? None.
49. What amount of the capita) consists of
the stockholders'uotes? N ne.
GEO. A CUNT18. President
(Signed)

EXCHANGE STREET.

JOHN

k
es-

Amount loaned on collateral?
Amouut loaned without collateral ?
Amount of all other Investments?
Amount of premium notes on risks terminated?
Amount of borrowed
moncr.speci tying
collaterals given for the same?
Amount offosses due and unpaid *
Amount or losses claimedand
unpaid?
Amount ot losses
reported upon which
the liability of the Company is not determined ?
Amouut of all other Haims against the

attention riven to

A. D. REEVES,
Portland.

41.181 00

BOVltf

CUTTING and
MAKING BOVS' GARMENTS, by

38

12.800
8.3f,2
9,600

Company* None.
16. Amount of cash on hand?
17. Amt of cash in hands of agents?
18. Amount loaned on
mortgage of rani

No. 166 Fore St., head of

Boys, Boys, Boys.

PARTICULAR

7.600 1111
6.9U0 140

13.000
13,700 00
Cash value of real estate owned by the

15.

and

HOW.

8,000 129* 10 860
10.000 128

par value, market val.
Western R. R. Co.
Bond,.6 per ct. 1*75 1000 10 "00 110 11 000
Hgdeuaburg, 7perct, 1000 8.000 90 E700

CO.,

Roofing Slate,
Commercial Street,

WILLIAM C.

ADDieOB

CLOTHING,

prices

10,000
6,000

108
108
100
100
93
83

32.400

IIOWS CO .)

of

Furnishing Goods,

will sell at

Photograph,

STATIONERY, TOY8, fcc.,

FULL STOCK OF TUB

Latest,

or

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,

Doeskins and Cassimeres.
ALSO,

YOU

not fell to call at N,». .17 Ma ket Square, where
they take PERFECT LIKE .ESSES, and warrant .ati.faction. at price. » tlcb defy competition.
N. B.—Large Ambrotype# m*. rt Fifteen Cmfl.

LAT-

CLOTHS. OVERCOATINGS,
Fancy

dtf

-WAIT TBS-

Opposite the Custom House,
Have
EST and

dye,

Middle,corner of Exchange Street.

building,

At 03 Middle Street,

has been reached at last in TODD’S
HAIR DYE, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, ami gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are
very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd’s Lux Solis Hair Dye over
all others is, yon do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it before or after using the
and there is but
one kind to be used, and that can W put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies' hair, bo'cause you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. L’nlike
all other dyes, it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know yon will use no other after once using this.
g3T* For sale only at

•eptlfltf

IP

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c„

Exchange Street,

ultra

No. 74

leased the

GARDINER &

market has been flooded for

short notice.

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.

JOHN ROBINSON.
decl6 tf
Portland, Pec. 16,1*32.

years with differ
TnE
ent articles called Hair Dyes, which have
satisfied the
purchasers.

Cloths,

to make them up at
Call and See,

8* Commercial Street, Thomas

Nos. 17 A 19

DYE!
or

EXCHANGE

and fitted it up anew. I am now ready to wait upon
my former customers and the public generally, at all
hours, with all the luxuries of the day.

TODD’S LEX SOLIS

expectations

S. D. MERRILL,

House.

Eating

JnlSltf

plus

prepared

COMMISSION

augidly

Hard and Soil Wood.

BOSTON,

selected Stock of

well

ftill assortment of

a

jul90d6m

JOHN BOND.

—

re-

h:W AH kinds of fixtures for hot and oold water
set up in the best manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

HAIR

And is

I). MEKKILI. A to.,

I.D. MKllKILL.

of

AND

Military

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

SMITHS' U8E.

head

Furniture

PLUMBERS,

Pure and Free Burning.

Ojjlce, Commercial St.y

Also

m i

paired and varuiahed. (’bain re-caned iu an Improved maimer. Second-band Furniture bought,
■old

SAWYER A WHITNEY.

Loans.amply secured by pledge of stocks,
132 shares Appleton Rank, Lowell,Mass.,
"
"
10
Prescott

pakkek,'

f.

;oo
6.700
8.000
9.100

11. Amount of railroad bond,? State ain't
of each kind, and par value and mar*
ket value uf each.

Opposite Smith's Wharf.Portland, Mb.
HK5RY L. PAIN*.
|

dly

l.ouii|f«*s, Bedsteads,

WOOD,

of the

JU8T rktcrnkd prom

large and

a

^75

FURNITURE,

FOR CASH*

are

has

YORK

-Dealera in-

8TKKKT,

IF Hair Uatttcwei renovated.

FOR

REEVES,

(Formerly WILLIAM

Tailor,

...

EXCHANGE

wilIiam

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH.
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUS T MO UN TA IN,
JOHNS,
THE GENUINE LOUDER Y,

Investments—at market value:

be given for the defection
and conviction of any person
FIVE
persons stealing
from the doors of
subscribers

ON

00

risk.2,899,850 67

Loans, amply secured by mortgages of

janHeodly

G. D. MILLER,

at

NAVY

AND

Portland, Aug. 6. Iftd2.

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good oargains to those who pay cash.

November l^t, 1002.

During eight month*, the subscriber, in course of
hi* large practice, made on twice rejected application-. SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of which
w as decided in
hi* favor, by the Commissioner of
PrtentsR. H. EDDY.

ENGLISH ALE

CHEAP

Howard Fire Insurance Company

granted, and that is
pending. Such unmistakable proof of great talent and ability on his part
leads me to recommend all inventor* to apply to him
to procure their pateut*. a* they may b#eure of having the most faithful attention bestowed on their
cases, and at vory reasonable charge*

&

Grain,

P.etla.4, Me.

A. D. REEVES,

DELIVERED TO ANY TART OF THEOITT.

Coals

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

now

manner,

COAL

NEW

BY

Hon. Joseph B. Hall,
Sec’v of State,
Hon. Nathan Dane,
State Treasurer

strictly
warranted to give satisfaction.
THESE

eodly

in a form to secure for them an
early and
favorable consideration at the Patent Office."

Cooked in the best

33.

The Tailor,

UPHOLSTMER

CUMBERLAND

MUNGER, Agent,

plication

AI.RION

Uon. Lot M Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,
Hon. James G. Blaine,

“anderatandingi

L. i. agent for the Leavitt and Wlleoa
k tiibhiSEWIXiT-M At lllXE-S aagt-Hmd

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

August He Me.

(Office No. 9 State House.)

No. 166 Fore Street, head of Long W harf,
decl9

ARMY

SETH E. BEED1

or ou

"I

dec25

•

replenwh

W. W

I

DO

JeStr

9ft

*ep30d&w]4tf

Policies are issued on the life, or for a term of
years.
certain contingencies. Creditors may insure
their debtors on time.
"My object is to call attention to the fact that a
policy of Life Insurance is the cheapen! and safest
mode of making a provision for cue's family."—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their own
place of business, and assist them in making applicatioua.
References in Portland may be made to the following parties: Messrs. II J. Libby A Co., Steele k
Hayes. Ezra Carter, Jr., Messrs. Howard k Strout,
Geo. W. Wood man, Esq., Messrs. John Lynch k Co.,
Hezekiah Packard, Esq.

!

Csaarrclsl Street.

Post Office address

1

Flour and

REFERENCES:

WILLARD PHILLIPS, President.
Stkvknb, Secretary.

Bihj. F.

to pro-

KlIWAKD !

a* n.ual.keep. eon.Iantly .applied with freah
aud ta-limnable HOOTS and SHOES. In eve-

(Si
Ml

BEAD OF MERRILL S WHARF,

Prise Money. Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay co
lected for Seamen and their heir*.
Fees, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
All (.Maim* against the iioverumeut will reoe
prompt attention.

or

$15,000.
FREE POLICIKS.

Corn,

ted State*.

$335,000.

FROST.
ADDISON FRYE.

DEALERS IE

Pensions,

loo
l',l
no
loo
loO
100

U. R. Co..AO share*. 100
Boston It Fruvideuce
100,hare.
100
Fitchburg, ,6 rharea. lho
We,ter 11. 09 share,.
lUO

27.

Co.)

STREET.

Cloths, Cauimeres and Vestings!

ALBEHT WEBB A (O,

dying

Pensions

THIS

paid in cash,

Soldiors

E. Shaw k

variety and «tyle for gentlemen’, and lajm^rr
^^dle, wear, and invite all hi. old cMlonrri
and the public
hen-cgive them a call
generally totheir
ar thev deeire to

having

Procured for widow* or children of Officer* and Soldiers who have died while iu tho service of the L’ui«

Company divide* its net earnings to the life
policy holders, (not in scrip as some companies
do.)in cash, every live year*.
Amount of Cash Dividend paid by this Company
in 1868 to Life Member* was

Premiums may be

or

FRYE,

Messrs. Flost k Frye
leased my Mill and
purchased ray stock and trade, Y cheerfully recommend them to my customers.
Portland. Nov. 1,1862.
W. C. BRADLEY,
no* % tf

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled by sickness contracted while in the service
of the L'uTtod States, iu the line of duty.

Boston.

;

papers

for heirs of Officers
iu the L\ S. service.

LOTUROP,

Portland. .Sept. 94. 1%2.

Roney. Back Pay,

Pay. Ac.,

W.

Ho. 88 MIDDLE

With

have taken Storo

Portland. Nov. 1, 1862.

undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
THE
Uuited States Government, flOO Bounty Money,
Back

England Life Insurance

together

AM ARIA II

daw

And Pensions.

COMPANY,

TEBTIXOMAL*.

i

9100 Bounty

LIFE INSURANCE.

Patents.

great delay there,

HARD BILLS.

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

beyond
cure a

BOOTS, SHOES A RUBBERS.

—

No. lOO Commercial Street,
near Commercial Wharf—where we shall
keep constantly on hand.
Flour, C orn, Meal, Oats, Rye, Feed,
Ground Rock Salt, Ac.

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

Portland. June 96. lfW2.

A

and

Federal Streets.

WE
and

II.

taining patents.
All necessity of

ALAR

-A..

STORE,

k

have this day associated ourselves
under the name and style of

Style* are unsurpassed.

Our

professional

it will

F.xchange

Corner

4 660

*****

Fashionable Stock of the above articles mat be four*d at this establishment, comprising every do .'rlption for a traveling ontit.
Ju
d6m
JO. 1863.
J. R. DLKAN.

Copartnership Notice.
WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

SHOP

extensive

Oil—for mending

It is invaluable for soleing or patching Boots and
Shoes, aud for oemeuting Leather Belting it haa no

Bronze, Colored, end all ether kind* of

I

practice of upward* of twenty yeaia,continue* to secure Patent* in the United States; also in Great Britain, France, and other
foreign countries. Caveats, Sjiecilications, Bonds,
As*igunienis,and all Paper* or Drawings for Patent*,
executed on liberal term*, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign works, to
determine the validity or utility of Pateut* or Invention*— ami legal or other advice rendered iu all matters
touching tin* same, topic* of t he claims of any
Patent furui*h<>d by remitting One Dollar. Assignment* recorded at Washington.
The Agency is not only the largest iu New England. but through it iuveutors have advantag
for
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
Inventions, un*urpa»s«>d by, if not immeasurably superior to. any which can tie offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MORE Sf« < ESSFl L AT THE PATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber; and a* SUCCESS IS THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
would add that he ha* abundant, reason to believe,
and can
office of the kind
prove, that at no otherservices
are the cliargt* for
so moderate
The immense practice of the subscriber during twenty rears past, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection of *pecitication* and official decisions relative to patents.
These, beside* his extensive library of legal and
mechanical work*.and full accounts of paten** granted in the United State* and Europe, rende him able,
question, to offer superior facilities for oban

or
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Cement,

Insolvable in Water

MANUFACTORY,

No. 165 MIDDLE STREET.

W.

IVORY, BONE, CROCKERY,
GLASS AND EARTHEN WARE.

adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in "Boyd's Building,"opposite Post Office.

-AND-

1NENDING

FURNITURE,

Bakery,

Foreign

OR

Trunks!
PORTMANTEAUS,

SVALISES,
Carpet-Bags,

13oots and Shoes.

Dispatch.

Fire and Marino Ins* Co*,
Of Provideuce.
Prefect Security, which ought always to oe the
first consideration in effecting insurance, is here offered to the public, at the lowest rates of premium

B O ST O N

is in the vicinity of Banks’s ford.where the river bends in the form ol a horse-shoe, we having the inside, almost a peninsula, to operate
from.
Very unfortunately for the success of the
plan, it began to rain the evening of the 20th,
and the storm, which became quite ftirious,
is not yet over.
The pontoon trains got on the wrong road,
were delayed also
by other causes, especially by the storm aud the bad roads resulting therefrom, and at daylight yesterday
morning, when all was ready for crossing, (the
bridges down and the artillery in position to
cover tlie movement) the head of the leading
train had uot yet come up and the other end
was of course far back. The artillery was mostly up and in position. The troops had a tedious night of it, but were ready and expecting
to cross. Gen. Burnside’s order to encourage
and Incite to strenuous, patriotic endeavor
wps read to them when they halted that day,
on the march.
They received it with enthusiastic cheers.
1
All day yesterday was spent in gathering
up those trains, and it was anticipated that the
bridges would be put across last night, and
the movement go on this morning.
A messenger comes back, however, with
the word that nothing has been done.
It
rained hard last night, but though misty the
storm is not violent this morning.
All hope of surprising the army must be
abandoned; and if they choose to meet us
there, dispute the crossing, or hurl their entire mass upon us, once over, all we can hope
is that we outnumber them, and can carry everything before, us by main strength.
It seems to be the intention to have this
division cross in this vicinity, if it
crosses at all.
Perhaps it is to make’ a feint
about a mile above Falmouth, where artillery

(grand

And other

Equitable

Late Agent of U. S. Patent Office, Washington,
(under the Act of 1h37. )
76 Stale Street, opposite Kilby Street,

To the Editors

*-

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Cash Capital and Surplus. 9.60,000.
I Of New York.

LUUI,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,

be seen, was written ou Thursday:
Howard’s Division, 2d Corps, Army
or tub Potomac, Near Falmouth,
Va., January 22, 1863.

,

Deeds, Law Briefs, Eqnitjr Cues,

blic Fare Inenrance Company*
Cadi Capital and Surplus, 9312,000.

June 23.

JOB Ere HALE.

FOR SOLE1NO

Of New York.

sec

YKAToa,

••

4.000 114

60 4.800 «6 6 280
100 2,000 116 2 320
loo 4,non 114 4.660
loo 8,600 116) 3.600

t^,1U ^

Dettrtption

Trunks!

Wk’I,

Me.

•••Particular attention paid to proenring Freights,
and purchasing Cargoes aud Charters for vessels.
dA w6n>7
August 2. 1*»2.

National Insurance Company.
Cash Capital and Surplus *600,000.
Of Boston.

dec9tf

It.

went

of the Press :
The long expected moment commenced on
Tuesday the 20th inst. Franklin's and Hooker’s grand divisions marched up the river,
arriving at the point selected for crossing soou
alter dark. They were to cross in two places,
where pontoon bridges were to tie thrown across, about a mile apart—Hooker above. It

JOHN

TAGS FIKRCED WITH HOLES k GLUTENED
WHEN DESIRED.

and Silrer Plated Cocke.
of Water Fixtnre for Dwellin* Hoaaea, Hotel., l*ublle Building*. Ships, Re.,
and net up iu the beat manner, and all order. In town or
country fkithfully exeented. All
kind, of Jobbing promptly attended to.
Constantly on band, i-ead Pipe, and Sheet Lead
and Beer Pumps of all kind.
Jul>2t*dly

DURAN'S

Corner Commercial 8t. and Loaf

Portland,

Agent of the following Finer Clam Insurance Co'«.
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American and

Rappahanrebel pick-

Gen. Burnside
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Washington
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ariety of Type.
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where will be manufactured tin- varieties of BREAD
found in similar establishments; and he hopes, by
close applicatiou to business, and an endeavor to
please,to merit asltare of patronage

their former quarters
kneedeep, on Friday, the 23d.

through
Fredericksburg
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paid at the Portland Office.
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efinery,
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Executed
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GENERAL
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Portland.

undersigned would inform his old frimdi
and the public, that after an absence of twentyfive years, lie has returned to his native place aiid
purchased of Mr. Thomas Richards his interest in

were

days

Exchange

HATHAWAY,

Agent, Washington, D. C

PL

DOLE

Liverpool, N. York & Philadelphia

orders

Olotliing-,

“Home

nursaay uie rartner advance ol troops
and traius not then up was countermanded,
and the marching order* of Sumner's 'grand

old camps.
Alter three

__

and

Maaa aix per cent 1804
and I860
UOO—8,000 1000—8,840
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cent 1867
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la adequate to do any work demanded In thin State

Business Cards of
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Promptly

Commission

Fancy Types, Sugar

Company,

AGENT KOR THE

oc29dtf

un i

and

ol

.Hilk Streets

05 RIDDLE STREEi.

day morning; but at 8 o’clock Tuesday evening the weather grew warmer, the wind blew
a gale, rain began to fall heavily, and as the
storm increased in violence till midnight, orders were issued to his division to tie ready to
inarch at a moment's notice, but not to break
camp for the time being. That division never stirred.
The storm lasted till Friday.
On Wednesday, the 21st, Hooker was ordered back to Banks’s ford. It was impossible to
bring up the trains in season to cross above.
At two o’clock they were all stuck fast in the
mud, and men were detailed with drag ropes
to help the famished mules and horses.
Neither pontoons nor artillery could get forward
in season to be of any service that night.

to
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divested the movement of that element of suc-
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It is well for all, who are in quiet and comfortable homes, to picture to themselves the
condition of weary soldiers during such a dismal night. (Jive them at least your
sympathy.
It is a shame, that there can be found at home
one who can revile their heroic and self-sacrificing work.
The xeal and energy of those who rightly
appreciate this struggle ought to be redoubled,
now that its enemies in the North are becoming bold.
1 hear the roar of cannon, as I write. The
We in.
crossing may have commenced.

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 38 cents per square in addition to the

paid for In

j

liamsburg.

cents.

Transient advertisements must he

lias been planted, and where there is a road
and an old ford.
At any rate it will not do to have our base
here too much exposed, and there is some
chance of deceiving tha enemy as long as we
remain in atatu quo.
La«t night there was a large Are over beyond Fredericksburg, and explosions, which
indicate either an actual or pretended evacuation. There has lieeu a brigade of reliels under Wilcox, opposite Hanks's ford a week or
two. This force does not seem, from
anything
that can be learned this morning, to have been
increased.
The 3d, 4th, 5th. fltli. lfltli and 17th Maine
marched past with lively tread and cheerful
faces on Tuesday. Col. Sewall is
ex|iected to
return to the 19th to-day.
We ought to be grateful, that the troops of
Sumner's command have not been obliged to
leave their comfortable log cabins
during this
storm.
The rest of the army have had
only
the shelter of their little tmte
d'abri, and must
have been pretty thoroughly soaked.
Huiiks'h ford is about six miles above Falmouth. It is said, there will lie a demonstration by a portion of Sigcl's force,some distance
farther up.
The roads this morning remind one forcibly
of Peninsular campaigning: and some of those
troops, who were marching in the darkness
and storm Tuesday night.inust have thought of
a similar dreary night-march from
Yorktown
to Williamsburg, la-gun at the close of the day
on which occurred the
bloody battle of Wil-

1863.

the WEST and SOLTU and NORTH WEST. via. all
the most popular routes and at the Inertst Boston
W. D. LITTLE. Agsat.
rates, for sale by
dtf
Office31 Exohange 8t.
Oat. 2.
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after a

long

With reference

grant acta of insubordination and un-officer-Uke conduct that he has been cashiered

be taken out and shot down like dogs
for insubordination, nor should they be expected to become implicit in their obedience

high in rank are
same rigid and exact

officers

brought up to the
rule of obedience.
not

opposed

sult of

conspiracy to crucify
language :

a

a

worthy offi-

shown that

to

the

opinion

of many

obey the order of Pope,
physical impossibilities, but

ter ro

no

i to
to

leave an officer under

w

to

a

modesty

Ey It

owing
disposition

achievements, but

Table.

we are

ignorant of their po-

proclivities. Gen. Hitchcock is widelyknown, and Ins reputation us a gentleman, as

The Hon. Mr. Walker's articleon Our National Finances has alre idy attracted much attention,

earnest, honest man, and ns a Christian,
needs no bolstering against such attacks as that

having been published from ad vance sheets of
the Continental in the New York Tribune. The
historical sketch of the Sioux War is written by

litical

an

in the Argus. Gen. King is, we believe, a republican, but we ate not aware tbat he lias
been possessed of any prejudice against Geu.
3. The

Judge Advocate in this trial—the
prosecuting officer for the government—is also a democrat, and is no less a man than the
bigh-minded, patriotic, whole-souled Holt,
Hon. Joseph Holt, of Kentucky, who is one
of the purest public- men living.

to

secretary Stanton’s views of the Consequen-

ces

of the Rebellion.

j proprietors against “common honesty."

Argus, that there was no
evideuce to convict,” that,
on the contrary,
It completely exonerated him,” we make a

this city, by A. Robinson,

51J Exchange

Faikness of the Abgls.—When the New

Holt, for the eye of the President, without whose approval the finding of the Court
would be void. The following is a portion of
one of Porter's despatches to Gen. Burnside,
dated
Brislow, 28th, 1802, 0.38 A. M.,” introduced by himself:
by

from the review of the

east;

Mr.

city,

this

week.
tluiil

It

was

set

lire

on

by the breaking of

mat

"y' The Banner states that Mr. S. H. Title Id of Fayette, a graduate of Waterville Colho luul been for some time

lege,
studying lor the linlversalist ministry, died recently iti hospital at Alexandria, of wounds received at tlie battle of Fredericksburg.
"y The Price Current will not lie surpris
w

oil to learn that after the llood, the Ai k engaged in the slave trade. However this may
be, it is evident that sbe w;ys well provis'oned,
for a valuable

portion

:

ficer.
erts

Gen.
and

others,

Pope

was

Lieutenant

that

warned

by

Gen. Kob-

Colonel Smith,

and

the accused

“would fail him.”
Lieut. Colonel Smith hadthe most favorable

and

quite as sensible.
jy”Thc Augusta Journal speaks very highly of the speech of Mr. Blake of Bangor, in
the House on Tuesday, o the resolve iu rela-

tion to frontier and coast defences.

I

numerous

Sprague

Boston,

but

The Oveto

ish bouse.

at

owned

by

rived at Havana

the 21st with the crew of the Eslelle

as

Railroads,

on

^.y Harvey Reynolds of Fryeburg, lost one

it

against a

door.

On

opening the door
the gun was thrown down anil exploded,
lodging the contents in one of his legs, shat,
tcring the bone so badly that amputation hail
to be performed,
lie is now, says the Argus,

many of
of W shington, the

erly directed

“So certain

law would allow

*

mu

to

do it.”

The

allusion

was

made to matters connected with
and “his look was that of a man

Gen. Pope;
having a crime on Ijis mind.”
Gen. Pope ordered Gen. Porter, then at
Warrentou Junction, to start ut 1 o'clock on
the morning of 26th Ang., and march with his
Whole corps so as to lie at Bristow Station, distance nine miles, at daylight. The order was
delivered by 10 o’clock the evening previous.

I_!

1wmmm

sleep,

from which it

arouse

her.

days,

troops iu the vicinity
I
Legislature has very prop-

the Committee

:

1

ou

matter

Military

Af-

of the State

Agency there, and to suggest such legislation
as will secure
elllicency in this important service. There is a
voluntary association of
Maine citizens iu Washington who can do
much to give aid and comfort to our
soldiers,
and with whom it should he the
duty of the
State Agent there to act iu concert, thus making the volunteer efforts in so good a cause
available to the right etui. Indeed, it lias been
suggested that the Association could of itself
do the work of the Agency. Of the expediency of this change wo do not pretend to
judge. There is an obvious fitness in the prearrangement, by which the State has at
the uatioual capi ai, the headquarters of the

sent

army, an

Agent

of its own,

responsible

proved impossible

to

She continued in this stupor some
when she died.
Mr.

our

fairs to examine into the

itnprcs-

siou thus expressed he still retains, ami reiterated in bis testimony. Col.Smith testified that
during the interview referred to Gen. Porter’s
manner was sneering throughout, whenever

j

an

so

direct-

Charge*

moiterate.

!

18—If

has caused them to be counterfeited.

Be

I

|

I

;
;

|

Anthony Davenport, formerly ol
city, now of Newburyport, has recently

sustained

a

severe

domestic affliction in the

sudden and

melancholy death of his youngest
son, Albert W. Davenport, of Co. B, 35th
It appears, says
Massachusetts Regiment.
the Newburyport Herald, that lie was on
picket duty Wednesday night, last week, on
the banks of the Rappahannock, the tide
swollen and angry from the late rains, when
he slipped from the steep side into the stream
and was drowned.

21

Young Davenport
of the brightest, smartest,
was

years old, and one
bravest and most moral young men that has
He was
gone to the war from Newburyport.
in several hard fought battles,—at South

;

&c.

substituting

;

minority

majority

port.

;

Mr. Clay of Gardiner moved to amend the
minority report, by reducing the salaries of other State officers.
Mr.

Chase of

amendment, but

1

favored

umcr

Mr.

mainly opposed to the
adoption of the minority report.
Mr.Crosby made a lengthy speechagainst Mr.
Clay’s ameuduieut.and in favor of the substituwas

tution of the minority report.
Mr. Clay defended his aiueuduient,

thought

no

invidious distinctions ought

made,

Niue of the salaries
all should be served alike.

were

too

and
to

high,

be

in favor of the minority report.
Mr. Dudley of Presque Isle favored the minority report and op]K>sed Mr. Clay’s amendj ment. At length.
Mr. Hay den of Bath thought this Legislature
was

in a fair way to become remarkable for retrenchment. II*- was glad to see it, but thought
it would be well to do nothing hastily. He was
in favor of retrenchment, but we had better be

was

Middle Street .**ortlaud. Me.

right

and then go ahead.
Cony of Augusta defended the action of
the majority of the Committee at some length.
l’eu ling the consideration of the motion, the

sympathies
city.

will have the
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2.tK*0.do. 94}
4.000 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes. 102
43.350 ..do.1011
69**0 United States Five-Twenties.
M)
5.0m> United States Demand Notes.148
29*10 .do .147J
4*19**) U. S. Certificates of Indebtedness.. 96)
5.000 .do (Nov). 9*)
l
MR
doj Apti
5 0)0 United States Treasury Sixes, (2 years)
148

Committee to obtain

Representatives’

Hall to-morrow

afternoon and evening, for the discussion of

dairy husbandry.
Messrs. Weston and Percival

were

appointed

Committee to arrange for the fruit discussion.
Mr. Rogers presented a report on the agricultural capabilities of Maine, which was read and

a

...

adopted.

0,000.do.*.IISJ

Mr. Pratt presented a report on fruit culture,
which was read, and Friday assigned.
Mr. Perley presented a paper on the care of
stock, which was read, and Friday assigned.

n tKKIED.
In this

Adjourned.

The Association met this forenoon at Meonian
Hall.
A Committee on resolutions was appointed, of
which Rev. Cyril Pearl is Chairman.

of Chesterville.
The topic of, at what

In the afternoon the Association met in the

city.
\V.

and Miss l><Albra O. Paul, of P.
In Winslow, Dec. 25th. Andrew Warren and Miss
Helen Dowse.
hi K11 "Worth, .Ian. 6th. Itoscoe E. Burley ami Miss
Saralt A. Wood, both of K.

STATE TEACHERS* ASSOCIATION.

The topic of what studies should he embraced
in a course of common school instruction, was
discussed by Messrs. Chase of Hallowed, Duu-

Jau. 28th.

by Kev. Dr. Dwight, Mr.
Boynton, »*! Pulaski, Ohio, and Miss
Jane B. l^uimby, of this city.
In Peru. Jan.’—, Henry F. Durgiu, of Koxbury,

Alpheus

j

154)

1.900.do.
3.m«) United States Coupou Sixes

DIED.
In tills citv, Jau. 28th, Sere. Charles II Cuslunan,
Co. B. loth Me. Heg.. aged 24 years
fP'Fuuertl on Friday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, on
Franklin street.
In Peru, Jau 13th, Mr Andrew Martiu, aged about
GO years.
93.
In Bath, Jan. 26th. Mrs. Alice L. Jones,
In Matanzas. « uba, Jan 5th, of consumption. < ant
( has. J. Lilly, of Westbrook, Me., formerly of BieliI
mood, aged &) years.
In Peru, Jau.* 17th. of dipthoria. Lizzie Ellon, aged
6years; 24th, Amos W., aged 14 years,—children of
Josiah ami Joanna Modsdoii.
In Dix field. Jau 25th, by drowning, liusscll BrackI ett, aged about 10 years.

point in the system,
graded schools should be separated, if at all,
was discussed by Messrs. Moore of
Waterville, j
Andrews of Hallowed, and others.

family

augl5—ly

6.090.do.153)

Massachusetts, ill North Carolina, and another
in the 48th Massachusetts, ou his way to New
of their numerous fricuds in this

j

or

2.000 Americau

House adjourned.

tonof Bath, McFadden of Hallowed, Alien of
Norridgwock, Hichborn of Stockton and French

The afflicted

I

Mr.

Salk

aged

Jsn®

fpiIK

I

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,

Library Associ’on
HALL.

ClTr

remaining Five Lecture, of the present
will be delivered by the ibilowiug duun*

course

guished Orator,, viz:

MASON JONES, F.sy .—January 28th.
HENRY WARD BEECUER-Thuraday, Feb. Mb

HOLLAND-Wednesday, Feb.

Du. J. G.

Ilth.

JOHN B. GOUGH. E*y., Tuesday, Feb. 17.
WENDELL PHILLIPS, WednewUy, Feb. Itth.
Ticket, for the remaining Lecture, of the Course
SI N. Evening Tickets, w rents. To be bad at tbs
Bookstore, l ame s Music Store, and at the door.
Portland, Jan. 3s. pact.
Jan® dtf

KET1KN OF THE

American Insurance
Of

Province,

On the Slit

Comp’y,

R. I.,

day of lumber, 1869.

INCOH 1*0 HATED

Ar at Zanzibar Nov 17th. bark Glide, MeMullan,
Mu-cat. (and sld 27th for Salem )
At Table Bay CGI! 7th ult. ship F.lla K Badger,
Healey, from Rangoon for Fugland, put iu for supplie-: hark Champion, Loveland, fin Hutton.
Sailed from Honolulu loth ult, ship Kaduga. Burditt, for Boston direct.
At Iturnos Ayres 4th nit, ship Odessa, Nichols, fm

.MAY. 1831.

Amount of

Capital actually paid in.in caah. 9150.090
INVESTMENTS.
tharci American Bank Stock,
9<£,384 *
....
Arcade
60001
Itlackftoi eCanal Bank Stock.
21.699 83
(ommereial
06
31,043
"
M
Eajfle
18.661 «1

1340
24
Mu
900
34H
90
900
187

Ar at Aspinwall llth inst, brig Bogota. Porter, fin
Now York via Kingston J.
At Ahx Caves *fh inst, sch Abbie Forest, Smith,
for New Y ork 7 days.
At Sr Johns PK. no date, brig Trenton, Atherton,
from Philadelphia, disg.
Cld at St John N B 21*t ult, sch SLTilley, Mclntosh, New Yoi k.

M

••

*•

••

••

Mechanic*

Weyboaaet

••

What Cheer

••

'*

1..052 fill
45.144 58

*•

Corporation

Amount of bills receivable,
Amount of caah on hand.
Ain't of caeti in the hand* ol
Mutual lua. Co. Scrip,

for New York.
Ar at Deal 12th, F Uillyard, Lovett, from London
for New Y ork, (and proceeded.)
Sailed loth. Rose well Sprague, from Shields for
Rio Janeiro.
Passed Dover llth, Casilda. Stafford, from Rotterdam tor Baltimore
Sld from Falmouth llth, Edw Stanley, Yates, (fm
Maulmain) for Londou.
Sailed trom Ringroad llth, Congress, Drinkwater,
for C ardiff.
Ar at Cardiff llth, Fanny Nicholson, Lewis, London; Wandering Jew. Smart, do.
Sld loth. Sami
Guptill, Palermo; Flora
Southard. Woodworth, New York.
Ar iu the Clyde Pith, Lone Star, McDonald, from
Havana.
Sailed from I,ondonderry 10th, Far West, Page.
New York.
Ar at CJneetftown llth. Anna, Brown, New Y'ork.
(leaky and nuinp* choked.)
Sailed
W D Sewell. Tyler. Boston.

**

13,488 Ofl

9990.969 m
17,«»9( 44
3,371 35
apent and other*. 9.881 78
25 4C

9980,670 27
LIAOIUIIU.

Arm nnt of Marine risks outstanding,
9446.731 Qfl
Amount of Premium# thereon.
18.MS 71
Amsuut of fire Risk# outstanding.
6,520.343 mi
Amount of Premium# thereon.
66,344 61
Amount of loans, borrowed money and
bank discounts,
6,744 V
Amount of other liabilities, including
Dividends unpaid,
RM8 70
15.000 OtJ
Largest amount iusured on any one risk.
A. O. PECK, President.

W. HUMPHREY. Secretary.

State

of Rh>>de /stand and Provident* Plantations

Providence, am.—In the City of Providence thii
8th day of January. A. D. 1883. personally
appeared
Alleu O. Peck, President.and Walker Humphry.Seeretary of the above nam«d Company, and mverally
made oath that the above statement
by them sabscrbod, is. in their best knowledge aud belie! true,
aud that the aruouut of capital actual I v
paid ia in
cash, aud invested exclusive of any obligation* of
the stockholders of any description, amount to the
of

hundred thousand dollars.
JOHN WILSON SMITH. Public Notary,
ty*Marine and Eire Risks insured at ftdr terms.

sum

oue

No. 146 Fore

OFFICE

Street,

HEAD OF LONG WHARF. PORTLAND.

Lindsay,

JOHN W. MUNGER
jan28

Agent.

eod8w

Window

NlmdeM,

CLOTH a WIRE screems,

lift,

Signs Buuum, Ornamental an#
Fancy Painting,

Sailed from Flushing 9th inst. Thomas llarward,
Robinson. Cardiff. Ib ury. Wilsou, New York; Jaa
Nesmith, Wutts. Akvab.
Ar at Antwerp 9ih inst, J G Ricnardson, Kendall,
fm C allao.
Sld loth. Atalauta. Merrill, C ardiff.
Sailed from Uelvoet loth lust. Casilda, Stafford, for
i Baltimore; Equator, lluisman. Boston.
Ar at Bremcrhaveu 8th iust. Johu Laud, Hotchkiss
Batavia.
Sailed from Havre loth inst. Onward. Doty, Philadelphia; Wui Nelson, ( heever, New York.
Ar at Cadiz 4th inst. Morning Star. Morse, NY’ork;
5th. T J Rogers, Day, St Helena.
Ar at Marseille* 8lh iust, Armenia. Hamilton, from
Boston; J W Sawyer, Leighton, New York
Aral Leghorn 6th inst, c C Duncan, ( urti*. from
SWau-ea; dth, Spark the Ocean. K« uney, ( ardiff.
Antwerp. Jan llth The DC Yea ton. Pate, hence
for New Y ork. and the Success, for Akyab, have been
The former suffered moat:
in coutact near Flushing
the latter received only trifling damage, and has put

EXECUTED

|

TO

OHDtl

STORE SHADES, of all dimensions, made, letta.*
ed and

AT

put up at abort notice,

STONEHAM'Sj

No. 16N 1-3 Middle St.

P.rtlaad, Me.

dec 12 eod3m

NOTICE.
of the town
Municipal Authorities
at their office

of Westin Westin session
brook. t4n Monday. the iUh day ol Fcbiuarv next, at
10 o'clock A. M.. 'tv act on the petition of the Directors of the Part land A Forest Avenue Railroad Com-

THE
brook will be

naay for the ri^ht of way
Evergreen Cemetery.

to sea.

irom

Deeriug Bridge

to

^_

t.LoRC.E JOHNSON. I Selectmen of
JOSEPH HAWES,
1 Westbrook.
Jan
24. 1848
Janl7*
Portland.

SPOKEN.
Nov 23. lat 2 45 N, Ion 9) 20 YV, ship Get* Raynes,
from New York lot Panama.
Doc 9. lat 1» S, Ion 35 W. bark Sam'! Tarbox, Tar-

Fair t'olumbia !

box, from ( unlit! lor River La Plata.
Jan 23, lat 30. Ion 73 11. bark Mary Lee. fm Palermo
for New Y ork, 73 days out. with hiss of foretopma»t
and short of provisions—did not need other a.*sistaucc.

Callao for Englaud.

MAINE.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to *11
A concerned, that he hu been dulr appointed and
talteu
upon himself the I nut of Executor uf Ihu but
will and testament of
MOSES A. GRAVES.
late of Brunswick in the County of Cumberland, deceased. by girina bond as the*!sw direct,: he thenfore re<inest, all person, who are indebted to the
■aid deceased’, estate, to make immediate
par meat:
and those who have aay demand, thereon, to exhibit
the same for settlement to

THE

Geo Arnos. Treat, Havana. *ch* (.en Knox. Fountain. Baltimore; ( u**eta. Edridge. New York.
Cld 23th, brig Wn» K sawyer. Itiadford, Cardenas.
BL’( KSPORT—Ar 13th,sclis Win Mel ebb, Gray,
and Ida May. Arev, Boston.
Sid 24th. bark Harriet Stevens. Corbett. Havana.
HATH—Ar 27th. sch ( astiliiau, Bellaty, fin Alexandria.

Jan 25. off llatteras, brig Matrou, from New Y'ork
for West Indies.
Dec 29, lat 9 s. Ion 3139, ship Morning Light, from

Sheriff,

KTANDISH,
d2w*

JIEW

Narrngansett, Orient. Kitty Flovd.
Fibster, Jr. aud Adriatic; bark May

[Per steamship Saxon ia, at New York 1
Aral Liverpool llth inst. Old Fugland, Larrabee,
Kaugoon; Beaflower, Taylor. Maul mar u; 12th. c rite!
noii, Coombs. Bahia; F.iphalet Greeley, iiu Akyab,
| (July 3U); 13th. Albert Gailatiu, Delano, and Clyde.
1'errr, New Y ork.
Physician and Surokoh.—h a LAMB. M. D.,
Sld l')th. Home,Clifford. Matau/as; Resolute,Freeofllce, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets
man, V u font; llth R
Pot&alaad, lb Mentevideo; Antarctic, Stouffer, New York.
Portland, Me.
( Id 12th. Artisau. P liard, Genoa.
Particular attention paid to Surgery, including
Fnt for loadiug 12th. Got Latigdon, Stone, for
iseases of the eye and ear.
aug7—dtim
Boetou; Compromise, Cauikins, New York
Ar at Loudon 10th inst, Jacob A Stamler, YVade,
New York.
8WF.tr OKAN..KS —Another lot of nice OrCM 10th, John Burn an. Allen. New Y ork, (and sld
anges just received and selling at very !ow prices, at
; from Graveseud 12th); 12th. Mamaranack. C ushing,
B W. JONES.
and Charlotte. Cousins, do.
Passed Ha*tiugs 12th, Juuius, Frskiue, fm Shields
116 Fore Street.
Jan27 dlw*
j
for Alexandria.
!
Passed Fast boo rue 12th, Henry. Wilson, Antwerp
Dae. LOCKK. k KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117

Lyman of Machias thought the Land of
swindling machine. lie was opposed
to Mr. Clay’s amendment and favored retrenchment, hut desired to do it understanding!)’. He

Deputy

IiBOTUMW.

Bangor.

Drs. J. Clawson Kelley and II. L. Davis’
Office, No. 229) Congress street, up ssme
flight w ith Dr. Johnson. Deutist—only place in Portland where Dr. Kelley's genuine medicines can be
hail. Advice free upon all* diseases.
jan/T il3aw-&wtf32

Mountain, Antietam, and Fredericksburg,—in
all wbicb he bore himself bravely and without
flinching. He leaves a brother in the 23d

Orleans.

j

Medical

was a

sure we are

i

12.40 aud 7i P M. Closes at
7.45 A. M and 130 P M
EASTERN—Arrives at 1.50 P M. Clows at 12 M.
El ROPE—Closes even Saturday at 1 30 P. M.
; CAN ADA—Arrives at 1.50 P M. Closes at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS— Arrive*about 5 1*. M
Close at
S» I*. M
LF"Office open daily (Sundays excepted! from 8
A. M. to 9 P. M. On Suudavs, from 8) to 9j A. M.

and

WILLIAM PAINE,

FOREIGN PORTS.

at

LORING'S DRUG STORK.

Mercantile

delphia
BOSTON—Ar 27th. ship Regent. Hamblin, fm New
^ ork ; schs E i. al- th Aicularius. Hix.de; Amelia,
Sanborn, do for Machias; Caroline, GiJpatrick, Jer»cy City: Louisa. Man«on. Bath.
Ar2*th, bark Lapwing, Grecnman. Louden; brig

;

jau29eodKm

JaattM

I By tel.) Ar28th. bark Moueynick from Malaga:
bri^s Darien, from Neuvitas; G Wheelwright, from
Turks Island; Catharine Rivg« r*. E.i/abetbport lor
Salem sch J S French, from Cardenas.
Beiow, ship Escort, from Vera Cruz.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 24th, sch Albert Treat, KenHard. Mayaguez.
NEWPORT—In port 27th, schs I'eirrl, Buck, New
York for Harwich; Senator. Blown. Portsmouth HI
for Bostou; Porto R co. Ilarritnau, Bucksport tor
1
Washington; Adelia, Wilcox, St George lor New
; York : A llaiumoud, Higgins, front Bostou for Phila-

Mrs. M.. who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of her sea, can be consulted by ladies.
Patients furnished with hoard and experienced
nurses.
oct3co<it>m

WESTERN—Arrives

I’hiladelphia.

bkaceh i shoulder Brae! AbShoulder
dominal Suppuittrt ! Dumb Bella' Dumb Bella
For aale at

cation.
A Scholarship issued by thi,
College will be good
throughout the Chain’’—time unlimited CaB or
send for Circular.
BRYANT, STRATTON k WORTHINGTON.

Liverpool;

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

Mr.

fiee

m

Sid •J’Uh. ship*
Gen Nowell, Ja>
Flower.

Trusses! Trusses ! Trusses!

BOOK-KREPIHO, COMMERCIAL LAW, COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC, PEXMANSBIP,
COHRKSPOXDEXCK. tC„
practical!,* taught.
Thi, College is comprised in Bktabt. Stbattob k
Co.', Chain of < ommereial ( ollege,located as above,
and in New York. 1‘liiladelphia. Albany, Buffhio,
Cleuveland. Detroit. ( hicago. St. Lonl,, Troy.Brooklyn and Toronto, C. W and afford, tko best iiruikln
facilities for sot(uiring s thorough Commercial edu-

Cooper.

QUI MB Y. would give noticethat he ha
Portland, and cau be found at his Room,
No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August }
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul
him.
]
First Examination at office.8200
Each subsequent sitting at office.50
City Patient*, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 100
August 16, 1862.— tf
I

_

-LOCATED IB-

( Id 24th. bark M Williamson, Thompson, for Key
West.
DEAL'S ISLAND—In port 18th, sch Willie, for
i Pro* idouee. few day*.
NEW YORK—Ar 2dth, brigs Harriet, Ray, Sisal;
I Excelsior, Talbot, Bermuda; schs Joe Grice. Jackson. Port an Prince; A J Bird, French. Boston.
\i 27tb, -I ip Hel eepoat, Kaanard, An Liverpool;
Irom Table Bay OGM ; Edisto,
divines, dentists, physicians, chemists and scientific ! barks Crar.ia,
! Hovnton. Buenos Ayres; brigs Mary E Jones, Joues,
gentleman of the day.
Montevideo; Isabella, Hauticld. Para.
8ol by all Druggist* every where, at 50 cent* per
Galena, Leavitt. Now Orleans; M E
Ar27th,
Lovett, from London; sch Olivia Buxtou, Saunders,
bottle. Trial bottles aud testimonials obtaiued gran Cm lia;tinn*M\
tr mi I.
tisof II. H. HAY, Portland
Cld 27th. ships Sami Watts, Dearborn,
HALL h RUCKEL, Sole Agents, New York.
Carrier Dove. Jackson, do; brigs State of Maine.
( ate-. Mar-oilles: Trad© Wind. Chase. Matam<»ra>;
dec27 eod2m*
Proteus. Ginn. Portland; sch 0 A Stetson, Stevens,

to

.Host.

I. grown ,'a tix MrrrJhs, by
nalng Dillikhhaw'b MTintLiTtno fanrtsT
l'nre in oeuta
|ht box. at
LOKlXt.'M Drag Mora,
Corner Exchange aud F ederal .Street,

Clapp's Block.Congees, St.,
Will open Monday. Feb. M.

Below, brig Mu«cavado, from Deraarara.
PHILADELPHIA Ar 25th, ship Wyoming, Burton. Liverpool; schs B F Ueevea, t arm an, C ape Ann;
J W Hall, Cain. New York.
Below J5lh. ship Napoleon, from New York; bark

Hamilton, from

»■*

rAX

Palermo.

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

Clay’s

Luinrlaai Whiskers
laches

aud Etta.
KEY WEST—In port 17th iust, ship Wizard King,
for New Ch leans. Idg.
GEORGETOWN DC—Ar 23d. sch Mary E Pearson. Lowr. Bucksport.
BALTIMORE— Ar 26th, bark Overman. Soget, fm

sure to

pereeired that
be.ln.wa of the

CHARLES HUMPHREY. President.
JOHN WATERMAN, Treasurer.
Waterman, tfcc'y.
jan29 deodft wlw83

Chesapeake, Willets, New York, Emerv

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 2»>th irst, ship Sea SerPike,
Houg Kong.
pent.
Ar 27th iu*t, bark Cambridge. Sparrow. Malaga.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 15th. ship Cowper, Sparrow
Boston, bark N Boynton, Mitchell, Philadelphia.
Cld 15th, bark Telegraph. Giles, Pensacola; brig 1
J M Coinery, McLcIlan. New York.
In port 15th, ships J P Whitney, Pacific. Omandates. Gen Sheptey, John Ileurv X J Southard Jen- I
nie Beats. Bernaid, 11 nrvt. Wild Cat, Valparaiso.
Windermere. Catharine. Moro Castle.aud Medallion;
barks Robert, Garibaldi, Arthur Pickering. Courser,
E Cochrane, Reindeer, Hannibal, Jane E Bishop,
Larwy. West Wind. Hannah Thornton. Il ia Franklin. Voltiguer, Whistling Wind, Union Jack, Hnnaon
Gregory. J A Hazard, J M Hicks, Nonautum. Alice
Tafnter. Lawrence. L Foster. Island City, Columbia.
Amazonian. St Marys, Pearl, Mondi, and Ouincv;
brigs A Horta, Lagrange, Sam Welsh, Josian Jex. !
Edwin, E A Reed. Triad. Emblem. Aliee Lee. Woodland. Richmond. C 1 O’lrha,
m < < :ark. Lizal**!,
and Anna D Jordan: schs S J Aiken, G W Hanson.
John, Alliance, J A Parsons. H S l.anfair. E K Glover, Ralph Post, Sunbeam, E C Howard, S Tibbetts,

MRS. M G. BROWN,
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

the foregoing it will readily be
money i» wa«ted in managiug the

John A.

bablv tie a total loss. I lie L left Bo*tou Dec Li lor
Kockjaiul. and as nothing had been heard from her,
she was supposed have toandered in the severe gale
that followed.
The hull and spars of sch .1 L Darling, wrecked at
.Squaii Inlet, were sold at auction 23d lust—the for- I
mer for S»VI25. and the latter lor S442U.
ltrig Dashaway, from Medina tor Philadelphia,
ashore near Corson's Inlet, NJ. was thrown on her
beam ends during the gale of the 21st, aud ail her
cargo washed out.
Sch J II Stroup, Foster, at Philadelphia from Cardenas. experienced heavy weather most of the passage, split sails, Ac.
Brig Hannah Hicks, at New York, from Malaga,
was within 50 miles of Sandy Hook on the 2ist, and
was blow n as tar South as Cape Henry ; split sails,
stove bulwarks, Ac.

Diseases of the I rinnry Oman*.
»T" J C. Mott, M. D., Operating and Consulting
Surgeon aud Physician, attends exclusively to Diseases of the Urinary ami Genital Organ-, anil Female
Complaints of all kinds, and the more obscure diseases of the Pelvic Yicera.as Pile*,
Ruptures. Ilvdrounteers.
eele, Varicitcelc. Fistula. Karlv decline of Manhood,
Ac
Dr.
,\1.
hiuiseit
in
*:i the improvekeeps
posted
By assignment, the ITouse proceeded to con- ments in the cure of
Di-ea-e. made in this country
sider the report of the Committee on retrench- i or Europe, and
no
that
his patients
spares
expente
ment in the Land office.
1 may have the best medical and surgical treatment
; the world affords. Advice Free.
LIT* office tw
Mr. Crosby of Dexter moved to amend by
Court street, BOSTON. Hours from 10 A.M. to 2
P.
6
8
and
to
I*.
M.
M.,
the
for the
re-

pris-

J D Lord,
Bros

Chase.

j
disasters.
8ch Leo. of Rockland, which wont ashore on the i
Cape outside of Lewes, Del. in the late gale, will pro- |

DR. P. P.

Passed to be engrossed.—Resolve authorizing
loan in behalf of the State; resolve in favor of
certain banks in the S ate; resolve in relation
to defenses of the North-Eastern frontier; an
Act to amend the Act in aid ot families of vol-

of his legs last week by the accidental discharge of a gun. lie bail lent the gun to a
young man, and when it was returned lie

The Care of our Sick and Disabled Soldiers at tt ashiagton.
With

warranted,

9771 43

avoided. and the utmost degree of prudence
and economy exercised throughout its business affair*
thu< giving numbers the benefit of ail profits
arthey
accrue, by reducing the amount of assessments, in*
stead of attempting to declare a dividend
puyubie in
cash or scrip.

Hamilton.

< o.

49

gg no

only

By
no

Jnnnary 88.
ARRIVED.
Rockland for Iloatou.
Boston.

by

ua

Company or iu supporting its officers It is a strictly
mat ant Company.
Kvery expense uot really uece^
sarv is

Bark Mary Lee. from Palermo, reported as haring
lost foretopmast aud short of provisions, has arrived
in 11 mu lit 4 * ii Itiuiild

Cough, Cold,

returned

Petition of the city of Bath for leave to loan
the credit of that city to the Androscoggin
Railroad Co., was referred to the Committee on

oners.

placed

j

advances from the State
treasury as may be requisite, from time to time,
for the prompt payment of the allotments of
Maine volunteers.

Span-

a

All amount to

ship*

S. Government such

choice gems of the

was

i

On motion of Mr. Kingsbury, it was ordered
that the Committee on Finance be directed to
enquire into the expediency of tendering the U.

The Jour-

English longue.
The Catti rf. ok Brio Estelle.—The
brig Estelle, from Mansanilla for Boston, w hich
was destroyed by the pirate Oveto, was a new
vessel, hailing from Millbriilge. Her cargo of
sugar was consigned to Messrs. Homer A
of

Mr Kingsbury, from the Judiciary Committee, reported legislation inexpedient on an order relating to the time fur closing the polls on
election days.

EVS.

Sch Valetta, Lord, Cardeuas, by Edw
Sch Ocean Herald, Wylie. Matan/as.
Sch H P Cushiug, Cook, Havana, by

Steamer
k Fox.

was

was

adorned with

this

of Gen.

am I that Fitz John Porter
Is a
traitor that I would shoot him to-night, so far
as auy crime before God is concerned, if the

only proved himself

A

NOTICES.

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
reach directly the affected parts and give almost instant relief. In Bronchitis, Asthma, and Catarrh they are beneficial.
The good effects resulting from the use of the Troches, and their extended
use,

X

CLEARED.

dly

or an Irritated Throat, if
allowed to progress, results in serious Pulmonary
and Broucbial affections, oftentimes incurable.

A

Farwell of Lewiston, the
of the Hall was granted Rev. Cyril Pearl on
the evening of Feb. 2.
On motion of Mr. Trundy of Scarsport, it

marked by dose respeech
search, by logical compactness, and was
nal says the

lias showed himself in this matter.

I

Porter,and yet during an interview with him on the 2Stli of August was fully
satisfied that he would fail Gcu. Pope. He
subsequently told Gen. Pope so, and added,

opinion

not

a cure

93,796 66

^,Vi

Sch Delaware. Richardaon,
Steamer Lewiston, Knight,

ordered that the Select Committee upon the
guard against worthless imitations. Obtain only
at Wiscasset, took occasion to pay us lor
the genuine Brourn'$ Bronchial Troche$ which have
Senate LiquorAgency report upon the expedienproved their efficacy by a test of many years. Purwords spoken in debate at Augusta last wincy of amending the liquor law, so as to include
Lie Speakers aud singers should use the Troches,
a^e a°d strong beer as intoxicating liquors.
ter. No unsettled accounts were then led ovj
Military Officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
Mr. Hobson of Wise as set introduced a bill,
er; nothing survived the session that was peraud are exposed to sudden chai ges, should have
additional to ar Act accepting the surrender of
them. Sold everywhere at 25 cents per box.
sonally unpleasant.
the charter of the Mariners’ Bank at Wiscasset,
jau21 d&w3m
The philosophical editor of the Auw hich was referred to the Committee on Banks
Fragrant Sozodont.—The most convenient and
gusta Age argues that it is not slavery, but
and Banking.
efficacious Dentifrice the world has ever produced.
anti-slavery that caused the rebellion. Not
Mr. Crosby, from the Judiciary Committee,
For hardening and invigorating the gum. purifying
the green apples that he eat, but the bellyreported hill, an Act to amend Sect. 14, Chapter | the breath, cleansing, beautifying and preserving the
ache was what hurt the boy. The reasoning
12, Revised Statutes, relating to local parishes,
teeth, from youth to old age, the "Sozodont” ia uow
in one case is as conclusive as in the other,
I used and recommended by many of the most eminent
j Read twice and to-morrow assigned.

j

honest man; and we wish the
loyal,
democratic leaders were halfas patriotic as lie

Nov.

On motion of Mr.

j

but

healed, and

use

case

I hope for the best. My lucky star is always
in a fair way of recovery.
up about my birthday, the 31st, and I hope Mc"The Boston I’ost says that the steamClellan's is up also. You will hear of us soon !
by way of Alexandria.” To same officer, from
ers furnished for the Banks’ expedition were
Bristow, tt A. M. 2Uth, he telegraphs: Heintielprocured through the agency of T. J. Southard
man ami Reno are at Centreville, where
they allegations, and to show their uiireasonahle- ol
ntcnmond, Me., and it publishes a letter
marched yesterday. Pope went to Centreville
ness we stated that Mr. Southard was a life- \
with the last two as a body guard, at the time j
and zealous Democrat, and w as know 11 to i from Gov. Washburn to Gov. Andrew, recomlong
not knowing where was the enemy, and when
Mr. S., for that service.” So says the
Sigel was fighting within eight miles of him and be such by Gov. W. when lie, as an act of mending
We are informed that Mr. S.
in sight. Comment is unnecessary.
1 hope
courtesy, gave him the letter. We | Augusta Age.
neighborly
Mc's at work, and we will soon get ordered out
had nothing to do with the charter of any
aiw Bnu-u Luai n uu*.
m a.'iioui u
ucucivof this. It would seem from proper statements
steamer.
He chartered only sailing vessels,
etl iu relation to Mr. Southard's loyalty or honof the enemy, that he was wandering around
all Maine ships, and for the transportation of
loose, but 1 expect they know what they are do- j or, it was a
shared
deception very widely
ing, which is more than any one here or any- on tlie Kennebec. To this act of
horses and forage.
justice to j
where else knows.
The Board of Agriculture in session
and
Gov.
of
and
fairness
Washburn,
generosity
Upon the above expressions Julge Holt
at Augusta passed resolutions last Thursday,
towards Mr. Southard, the Argus replies:
thus comments:
The only charge that we have seen against Mr.
recommending the early acceptance of the
“The precise import of these remarkable
Southard, is that he received commissions for
words, in their connection, cannot be mistaken,
grant of public lands tendered by act of Conhis service. For this he is pounced upon by
i
nor can it tail to be observed how harshly
they
gress in aid of agricultural and mechanical Edabolition organs, who proclaim that he is a demjar upon the proprieties of military life, 'it may ocrat. If it was
ucation, and the employment of funds thence
wrong in Mr. Southard to take
be safely affirmed that they express, on the part
commissions, let him be compelled to give up
of the accused, an intense scorn and contempt
arising for the endowment of one school. They
the
and
receive
the
censure
which he
rnouey,
for the strategy and movements of the Army of
recommend further, that this industrial colmerits. But let all be served alike.
Virginia, a weariness and disgust for his associlege be not incorporated with any of the exto
this
In offset
mean fling we need only say
ation with it, added to a bitter timg at his commanding General, as found in the extruurdiuary that we have a long and friendly letter from isting literary institutions of the State, and
declaration, that lie had taken two divisions of
that its location be in a broad sense central.
Mr. .Southard, dated Jan. -7111, in which he
his army as a body guard to Centreville. The
J3f"We learn from tile Argus that the wife
words, as quoted, disclose also a looking by tlie
cxprexxex liix icarm gratitude fur the kind araccused not to Gen. Pope, hut to Gen. McClelof Mr. L. Files ol Gorham, died last week unticle in our paper, defending him against the
lan as his guide, and a reliance upon his exerder circumstances both strange and sad. Mrs.
clamors of tile New York brokers. We have
tions and influence to relieve him from his couFiles for several weeks past has had a special
no more to say now, only we assert Mr. Southne.timi with the Army of Virginia, and an expectation, if not a hope, that they would all
ard ueitlier charged nor received one cent of j religious Interest, and after several days apsoon arrive at Alexandria.
This, it is true,
commissions for the ships he chartered, that
parently experienced a hope. The next day
would involve the discomfiture of that army,
after her friends rejoiced in her conversion,she
but it would also involve the discredit of its
he saved the government a large sum of moncommander, and would restore the accused to
and that he received not a single dime ex- : became perfectly insane, requiring three or
ey,
his former position under Gen. McClellan. .Such
four persons to hold her. After continuing
for actual labor performed, or expenses
must have been tile
anticipation, and such cer- cept
thus lor nearly two days she sank into a deep
incurred. So far as this transaction is containly was the result.’’

cerned, Mr. Southard

WeduWar,

aud

concurrence.

2,037 76
1,758 80

treasury,

£X»

port or roitii.wit.

suojeci.

ciation this afternoon.
On motion of Mr. Crosby of Dexter, the use
of the Hall was granted the Board of Agriculture the afternoon and evening of to-morrow.

"y Since the election of Mr. Cullicott of
Brooklyn, a* Speakers of the New York Assembly, though a democrat, he has voted in
the election of subordinates, against the Wood
party, and with the Unionists, which includes
the republicans.
5' The Bath Times is mistaken in its sug-

diLion, and charging that this was a political
trade, the consideration being that Southard
should work to secure Washburn’s election to
the U. S. Senate, we took occasion, knowing
personally Mr. Southard,to repel the World's

The testimony shows the
spirit of the accused toward Gen. Pope, who was his superior of-

MAIt I X 1:

Deafness Cured.—Mrs. M. (i. Brown will beat
the Preble House for oue week.
A remarkable ease of deafnesscured in twenty four
hours by Mr*. M. G. Brown, Professor on the E e

On motion of Mr. Stone of Jay, the use of
the Hall was granted the State Teachers' Asso-

of Ham.

gestion that Mr. Guultl, in the late libel

29.
Sun rises.7.15 I High water, (eve).6.54
Su»» »ets.5.10 I Lenghth of days.9.53

I

ol her cargo consisted

-—

Tbo expense* of the
Company the past
year, mcluding the compensation of
***"**'? »nd I reasurer and
hills of Directors and agents tor nirvios
And l*riut,ug. l'«n,
aud other incidental expenses,

Thursday,.January

Ear, and proprietor of Poor Richard’s Eye Water.
“I. Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, PortI land, give this certificate, to certify that I have been
Act to amend the Act granting aid to the famdeal from a child, and for twelve years
past have
ilies of volunteers; and resolve in favor of cerbeen quite deaf. I have spent hundreds of dollars,
tain banks, were read and, under a suspension
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Satof the rules, passed to be engrossed.
urday I went to the Preble House* and made arrangements for Mrs. B. to treat ine for deafness. In 24
Resolve authorizing a loan ($650,000) in beI hours after her first application I could hear every
half of the State, was rend and assigned.
voice in the house. I can now stand in the cellar and
Adjourned.
| In sir the clock tick in the parlor. Grate Ail to God
HOUSE.
for his great deliverance. I heartily commend her
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Burgess of Gardiner.
mode of treatment to all who suffer as I have done.”
from
the
Senate
were disposed of in
Papers
Every kind of diseased aud weak eyes, also Catarrh,

a

9106,000 00
1,560 00

over

Heal Estate,
Due on assessments (and considered collcctable)and preiniums in hands of
agents,

—-

for

SPECIAL.

Mr. Smith called up the report on Indian Affairs, and it was referred to the Committee on

Deposit notes,

uash in

displayed

dec22

$,002 89

Assets :

in another column

tiou.

and papers may be in his office relating to
the non-commissioning of officers in the unuuiformed militia, and all facts which may be in
his possession relating to the same.

Present Indebtedness of the Company, including outstanding notes, interest and
losses uot yet due, (9315)

!

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

picking Sambuci
Speer’s Wine. It is an admirable article
used in hospitals, and by the first families in Paris
Loudon and New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfac*

Grapes,

read and assigned.
On motion of Mr. W’iggin, it was ordered
that the Secretary of State be requested to lay
before the Legislature, whatever remonstrances

lamp.

and

a woman

20, 1863.

JANUARY

ENDING

f2.000.000 00
of premium notes on
106,350 00
deposit,
of
property insured the past year, 337,130 00
I renuum Dote* deposited the
past >ear,
10,174 00
Amount of losses the past year,
4 GOO go
Ut which ail that have become due have
beeu paid.

month.

Splendid specimens of fruit
were predated by various
geutlcmcn, most of
which was pronounced very good. There was a
discussion in the evening upon various fruits.
Srr

YEAR

Amount
Amount

PANAMA AND CALI FORM A—Steamers, carrying Mails for Aspinwal), Panama, and California,
leave New York ou the 1st, lltli, and 2Istofeach

good judgment.

on MercanAffairs and Insurance, rejiorted a hill to incorporate the Baldwin Mutual Fire Insurance
Co.; also an Act to incorporate the Portland
Grain Warehouse Co.; which were severally

under Mr.

of good.

members of the ta*ting committee, and

tile

FOR THE

Amount of property insured about

Londonderry.

The entire afternoon was occupied in discussing the merits of various apples The tatting
committee was very large. We noticed Messrs.
Foster and Sparrow, from the Portland Horticultural Society, present, who proved valuable

laid upon the table,

-or THE-

Maine Mutual Fire Insurance C’©.,
OORH \M, Me.,

Liverpool
Hamburg..

Liverpool

Secretary.

motion of Mr. Woods.
Mr. Roberts, from the Committee

an

uear

was

Norwegian.Portland. Liverpool
Keb 7
Keb 7
Saxonia .New York..
Keb 7
Australasian.New York. .Liverpool.
pej, H
llausa.New York.. Bremen
Keb U
Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the
regu
lar lines. The steamers for or from
call a
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call a

Mr. Boardman of Augusta was appointed

man.

on

; yThe Maehias Union says the house at
Machiasoort, owned bv Zen as Phiimcv, was
destroyed by tire on Thursday evening of last

J. Southard, Esq., a letter of introduction to
Gov. Andrew, recommeuding him as a suitable mau to aid in getliug oil* the Banks expe1

The communication

Scamman.

street

York World—a violent secession paper—grossly attacked Gov. Washburn for giving to Thos.

extracts

notice

assault upon their
should graduate and enter the

They
hoy's High School

We

made

few

for

over

teacher.

shall look for this revelation with interest.
For sale in Boston, by A. Williams <5t Co.; in

the remarks of the

we

£y Two High School hoys in Bangor have

A notice of this number in the last Mirror
concludes thus:

arc

Congresspostponed, by re-

been bound

But who are the editors?—and what are they *
And who are the publisher*—and whereon earth
is the monthly whelping done? Or is the whole
a myth, and all the nameless nobodies, who are
so betrumpeted from month to month, wholly
We have neither time, space nor inclination
suppositious ? We should really like to know.
to pursue this matter at great length, and
At any rate—if we do not teach the whole corwould not have alluded to it but'for the atporation, rag tag and bobtail, some little regard
i for common decency and common honesty, betempt to malign honorable commanders, who
fore we have done with them—it shall be our fault
have long and patiently examined into the
—not theirs.
John Neal.
Mr. Neal has been a contributor to the Conticase, with no other motive than to do justice
to Gen. Porter while regarding the interests
nental. He does not specify the offense of the
of the country and of the service.
To show how pretentious and immodest

is said that the election for

schoolhouse.

Mr. Lincoln’s private Secretary. It is unnecessary to point out the im]K»rtance which attaches

Porter.

native of

a

Washington hospitals,
the names of J. F. Shaw, Co. 1,10th regiment,
and II. H. Mitchell, Co. H, 2.‘5d regiment.
ry We fear that Bangor is fast becoming
a Held for Missionary labor.
The Whig says
an attempt was recently made there to bum a

—

—

lias just been

soldiers in the

hom he did not wish

Walker; A trip to Antietain, by Charles W. Luring; American Destiny, by J. S. Patterson;
the Birth of the Lily; Was he Successful ? by
Richard B. Kimball; Nullification and Secession,
by R. J. Walker; the Sioux War, by John G.
Nicolay; Dead; A Merchant’s Story, by Edmund
Kirke; the Consequences of the Rebellion, by
Frederic P. Stanton; Sunshine in Thought;
How they jested in the Good Old Time, by
Charles G. Lelari'i; Literary Notices; Editor’s

is

forth-coming report:

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

DEPART.

taliuburg.Now York.

Persons interested in fruit growing met in the
Senate Chamber this afternoon, and were called
to order by Mr. Percival of
Waterville,on whose
motion, Mr. Perley of Naples was chosen Chair-

1 st.—The difficulty in conflict between the
State and National laws— the former requires
four lieutenants, the latter but two, to one company.
‘2d.~The necessity for four is not recognized
by military officers.
3d.—Remonstrances were presented against
commissioning, and a hearing in each case
would involve too much expense of time and
money.
4th.—The expense of issuing and recording
uearly 4000 commissions.

..TO

14
l.'»
17
21
24
28
28
31
7
11
25

Ilitx-nuan.FortUml
Liverpool.Jau 31
Kangaroo..V w York Liverpool..Ian 31
A™1"*
Liverpool. Feb 4
.V. .V"

CONVENTION OF FRUIT GROWERS.

of officers in the ununiformed
militia. He said there were no papers in his office on the subject, but transmitted the reasons
in his

-.

Adjourned.

commissioning

given

.Liverpool.New York...Jan
Liverpool.New York.. .Jan

Canada.Liverpool.Boston.Feb
Bavaria.
Southampton. New York Feb
tiammomn.Southampton.New York Feb
„„

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

HAILS

Jan
Jan
Jan
.New York...Jan

Borusnia.Southampton..New

interesting,

productive

FOR

Ilau«a.Southampton
JVUr°V».Liverpool.Boston.Jan
York.. Jan

Fryeburg,

with teachers better qualified, was discussed by
Messrs. \\ oods of Gardiner, Sheldon of Watcrville, and others.
The exercises were, generally,
and
will be

FROM
...

Dyke of Bath, u{Hm the >uhject of the right
method in education.
The topic of, how shall the State be supplied

House indefinitely postponed.
The Senate insisted upon its previous vote.
A communication was received from the Adjutant General, in reply to the order of the Legislature for information relating to the non-

as

STEAMER

Edinburg.Liverpool.New York
Port laud
Norwegian....
.Liverpool.
■An-trala.*ian.Liverpool.... New York

Mr.

in

The order which had previously passed the
Senate, directing the Committee on State prison
to visit that institution, came back from the

thanks

our

the

concurrence.

In Tennessee will be
quest of General Grant.
:yin the list of recent deaths of Maine

not

political party. Gen. Uuuter, a
Southerner by birth, a life-long Democrat, w as
president of the court- Gen. Prentiss, the
gallant officer who was taken prisoner at Shiloh, another democrat, was a member of the
board. Gen. Casey—father of Capt. Casey of
also a democrat, is another
Fort Gorges
member. Generals Ricketts, Garfield, Buford
and Morris are well known for tbeir military

name

list,

men

of the

of his own

Popping Corn;

dismissal from the service.

2y Gen. Porter, whose

not

of the

a mere

stricken from the army
Portsmouth.

thing—of the on his back, and gets to be a Major General of
Volunteers—bless his little heart, so he should!
editor of the Argus, in his easy chair, will) a
single dash of his pen, writing down no less j Girls may read this book with patience; any live
than nine of our ablest generals, who comboy will resent it as an imputation upon his boy1
posed the court that has patiently listened to hood.
This, as well as Mrs. TutliilPs other volumes,
the testimony, weighed the arguments, and
pronounced the sentence. The Argus would “l will be a Gentleman," “I will be a Lady,"
“The Boarding School Girl," Ac., belongs to
convey the impression that (Jen. Porter, a
the excellent list of juvenile books published by
democratic commander, has been borne down
Messrs. Crosby & Nichols
a list embracing
by a fanatical court, by men opposed to him,
Thomas Bulfinch's “Age of Chivalry," the wonby personal euemies. What are the facts ?
derful “Household Stories" collected l»y the
1. Gen. Porter never took the slightest exBrothers Grimm, and the matchless
Arabian
ceptions to the constitution of the court, nor !
Nights."
did his able couusel, lion. Kcverdy Johnson,
Thu Conti rental Monthly, for February,
of Baltimore.
Contains Our National Finances, by Robert J.
2. Several of the iaeinl>crs of the court were

nothing

—

resumed

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Penney of Augusta.
Papers from the House were disposed of

and returned home.

witnesses,and

was

The President

SAILING OP OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

The question, how far music and gymnastics
should be introduced into common schools, was
discussed by Messrs. Houghton of Yarmouth,
and others.
In the evening there was a lecture from Rev.

chair.

Move-

jy Dr. Buxton of the 5th Maine, lias resigned iiis position as Surgeon of the regiment

credit the report brought us
to serve, unsupported. We have uo doubt the
on Friday that Gen. Fitz John Purler had
country will be satisfied with the fairness, jusbeen convicted by the court martial, and cashtice and impartiality of the Court, and with
iered and dismissed from the service. There
the President approve the finding.
was no evidence to convict.
On the contrary,
Hence we
it completely exonerated him.
could not believe that such an outrage had
New Publication*.
been perpetrated. Bu alas! it is too true.—
I will be a Solmkr. A Book for Boys. By
The Washington Star confirms the report, and
Mrs. L. C. Tuthill. Bostou: Crosby k Nichmakes it certain that the cause of the Union
ols. For sale in this city by H. Packard.
and the Constitution lias again been crucified
Mrs. Tut hill's boys are unreal—boys a* seen
in the persoti of one of its bravest officers,
noblest generals and most devoted patriots—
through a woman's eyes and not as they really
a man who lias proved Ids heroic valor, and
live and move. Tom Roland is a cowardly, gluthis ardent love of country on half a score of
tonous little wretch, who makes himself “perbattle-fields in the present war, and whose
fectly ridiculous," gets plucked when he tries
name will be surrounded with a bright halo in
history when those w ho have put their iron to enter college, and dies an awful drunkard's
heel upon him w ill be remembered only to be ; death. Julius Farley is a “sweet child,"
keeps
cursed.
! his clothes clean, goes to West Point afoot and
This is a pretty serious charge.
We say
alone with an old knapsack marked “U. S. A."

We could

Recent

—

page

Tice President Hamlin lias

stead of

upon this point, and he presents a mass of testimony to show that the failure of Gen. Por-

Here is its

cer.

;y

to the fact that the rebels did pass over it the
eery next day” 1 The Judge Advocate dwells

Argus

first

jy A golden wedding was celebrated in
Bath a few evenings since in a very pleasant
manner—that of Jacob Robinson, Esq.
£y It is alleged that Gen. Fitz John Porter barely escaped a sentence to be shot, in-

the inarch, and found

PRESS.J

TO THE DAILY

SENATE.

Rappahannock.

the troops would have had from six to fifteen
hours rest before marchiug, which it is con-

on

[SPECIAL DISPATCH

SELECTED

for kind attentions.

other troops were

j

AND

jy On the fourtli page
The last Shot.

serious inconvenience from the darkness. The
allegation that the road was obstructed stands

lias taken upon itself to pronouuce the decision in Porter’s case unauthorized by the testimony, unjust, and the reThe

Dy Oil the
ments on the

fatigue, it was shown
promptly obeyed,

was

discussed by Messrs. Harrows of
Kelsey of Farmington, and others.

was

Wednesday.

some

never

long as

ORIGINAL

that if the order had been

of them less.
In relation to the darkness, it

LEGISLATURE OT MAINE.

Augusta, Jan. ‘28.

enough to refresh them for a inarch
oi nine miles. They hud marched the day befsrc only from seventeen to nineteen miles—

influence may not be lost in securing a better
discipline in the army. Private soldiers should

so

the

I

deserves and will doubtless receive the
attentive consideration of the Legislature.

tended was

and dismissed from the service. It is a terrible lesson to military men. and it Is hoped its

orders,

to

Representatives* Hall. There was singing by
the children assembled.
The topic of, the true position of our Academic
institutions in the system of public instruction,

TELEGRAPH.

Ynatter

tion.

patient hearing before a tribunal of his official peers, has been found guilty of disobeying
the orders of his superior, aud of such other fla-

to

acting under the orders of the State
Economy alone is not a sufficient
reason fcfr leaving this public
duty to is- discharged by private enterprise. The whole

second, by f lie darkness of the
night; third, by the obstructions on the road
growing out of breaks and difficult places
in it, and the presence of wagon trains in mo-

and

to and

authorities

of the troops:

General Fit* John Porter.

gentleman who,

ly

The violation of this order tvas sought to be
justified on three grounds—first, by (lie fatigue

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in
the city.

This is the

obeyed. The march did
daylight. This delay was stifnot

begin
fens! by Porter, knowing that Hooker's coin,
utand was without ammunition, that the rebels
under Jackson and Kwell were expected to
make an attack, and that a vigorous movement
was of the utmost importance.

PORTLAND, MAINE

..

was

Ontil

not

j
I

mi IF. attentiouof Music Dealers and Booksellers
1 is called to a new National dong, -FAIR COLUMBIA." by Euoehe Batvheldeh Any oue
enclosing 20 ceuts in Postal ( nrrency to W. Paine or
11. Packard. Portland, Me., will have a copy sent to
him b> mail, postage paid. Liberal Discount to the

trade.

jnn27 eodtowdAw33

———————ii

ABOUT

MATTERS

TOWN.

M. L. A. Lectures.—Mr. Mason Jones was
welcomed last evening by an audience which

Supreme Judicial Court.
TERM—CUTTING J., l’RKSlDISO.
Wednesday.—In the case of Wood vs.
Pennell & als., the jury returned a verdict for
JANUARY

for $1,124 24, the full amount of the
two notes with interest.
They were about five

plaintiff

hours in

agreeing

defendants filed

a

upon a verdict. Counsel for
motion for a new trial.

being no case ready for trial Court
adjourned to 9 o'clock Thursday morning.
There

Municipal

city,no

person

will be seen, by reference to their advertisement in another column, that Messrs. Bryant,

book-keeping, commercial law,
arithmetic, Ac. This enterprise

is assuming national dimenlions. A chain of
commercial colleges extends along the great

h.ghways of business from Maine to Missouri.
St. Louis, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, BufNew York

falo, Albany,

—

The Rev.

cities exists an institution, complete in itself,
but under the care of Mr. Bryant as general
business manager and of Mr. Stratton
eral superintendent of tbe educational

as

nounced
for next

depart-

land,

college

established at Cleve-

was

Those in the cities

Wherentitled to instruction in any other.
ever business may cab him, iu any one of ten
commercial cities, lie may continue bis studies

interruption

valuable

enjoy the benefit of
acquaintance already

and

business

by the President of
Thursday evening.

Tbe instruction is

practical. Book-keeping,
for example, is taught by putting into tbe
hands of the studeut a full set ot books, which
he is required to keep from imaginary transactions, either dictated or represented. Business correspondence is taught iu the same
way. There is no general class system. Students entering at any time are taught separately. Lectures are also delivered on commercial law, political economy, duties of clerks
and employers, and other topics of general

since there

suggesting

They

hope

delivered here at the

as

Ills

name

for Boston.

Bank notes and

four it bid fair to continue for

a

BY TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

with the hones

objects.
Refugees, who have recently arrived, state
that notwithstanding their plucky demonstrations the rebels are nearly disheartened, and
frequently confess their inability to hold out
much longer without foreign intervention.
Recent experiments

submarine
torpedoes have proved entirely successful.
The President is to he memorialized for the
removal of Uov. Stanley, and for the abolition
of the office, which is regarded here worse
than useless, as it is made tiie warrant of arbitrary power totally incompatible with republican liberty and the lights of citizens.
Jan. 22.—Gov. Stanley will sooi: leave this
department. His mission here is a complete
lailure, and his course lias made the office so
odious to the army mid navy and Union citizens that no one could
acceptably bold it hereafter. Gen. Foster says a Militarj Governor
is no longer a military necessity in his depart*
ment.

and Thomas L. Smith.
reference to our

Municipal Court report it wiU he seen that
boys have been flued for disturbing a
meeting in the Bethel vestry on Sunday evening. This practice has become a serious evil,
and it was lime au example should be made of

two

IIH'Ul VI

gating in that vicinity, and by their shout* and
creatiug a disturbance. The next ones
brought up will not. probably, get off so easily.

noise

yCrain’s Coffee
Union
U

street

turning

can

out

and

is now in full
as

pure and

he found anywhere.

Spice factory
operatiou, and
as

to be Dismissee.- PartAddress of Oen. Franklin.
NEiv York, Jan. 28.
The Herald's Washington dispatch says a
list of more than eighty army officers has been
(•repared, who are to be summarily dismissed
from the service for violating the army regulations by the use of improper language in
reference to their superiors ami the ('immiauder-iu-chief, in connection with the removal of
Gen. Met lellan, and the court martial and
sentence of Fitz John Porter.
Gen. Franklin lias issued a farewell adtlress
to his troops, closing as follows: In severing a
connection which you have made so dear, he
asks that no one will believe that he voluntarily parts with you in the face of the enemy.
A letter from Halleras Inlet of the 23d inst,
says Gen. Neglee ami his fleet were at anchor
ing

nice articles as

Wc noticed yester-

learu that the Ordnance

tTWe
glad
Department are about to mount some fifteen
inch Dahlgreu guns at one of the forts at the
to

These guns will sink
any iron clad yet afloat. Wc also learn that
the work of rebuilding Fort Preble will be
commenced early in the Spring, and a first
class casement pit erected there.

entr&uce

new

Eighty Army Officers

in
he

day packages directed to various parts of tiie
State, showing conclusively that his reputation
is not confined to this city and vicinity. People are sure to get at this establishment what
they bargain for.
are

with

of our harbor.

there, riding

out

a

heavy

j

fry The sleighing yesterday in our streets
very good, “Jack Frost” having attended
to the business Tuesday night. Kohiuson was
out yesterday afternoon with the beautiful
barge sleigh “Portland Belle,” which was
crowded with young folks who enjoyed themselves in a happy manner.

storm.

1

|

An

interesting discussion comes off this
evening in the Library room of the Mechanics’
Association on a resolution upon the slavery
question, which may he seen in our advertising
columns. The public are iuviled to attend.
|yHarper’s Monthly Magazine

Doings of the Oveto —Vessels in Pursuit of
Ber.
New York, Jan. 28.
A Key West letter of the 22d says tin! Oveto, after burning the brig KsUdla, of Boston,
proceeded to Havana, where, she was coaling
at 11 o’clock on the morning of the 21st inst.
The United States steamers San Jacinto and
Oneida will go to se.a to-day in search of the
pirate, and may be successful.

for Febru-

ary lias been received at the bookstore of A.
Uobiuson. No. 61 Exchange street, it is a
capital number, and handsomely illustrated.

ty-The stockholders of the International

Steamship Compauy are reminded that their
annual ineetiug for choice of officers stands
adjourned to :j o'clock this afternoou.
jy Postmaster

Dole has added 260 lock'

boxes to the Pustofllcc.
jug taken up.

They

are

rapidly

be-

|

Rumored Resignation of Minister Cameron
—He Offers to Lead a Negro Brigade.
New York, Jan. 28.
The Tribune's Washington dispatch slates
that Gen. Cameron will soon resign the office
o! Minister to St.
Petersburg, and to-day offered to tlie War Department to lead a brigade
ol colored Uulonists into the heart of the re-

l rclliou.

Senator Collamer’s postal bill empowers the
rum.
Therefore,
Postmaster General to appoint ail Postmasters
Resolved—That said Willard Saulsbury be*
whose annual salary is less than $1000; reand is hereby, expelled from tlie Senate of the
quires Postmasters, mail agents and persous
States.
employed in the general post offices to make United
Mr. Saulsbury said he had not a word to say
oath of their ttdelity and loyalty; awards comon
tlie
merits or demerits of the resolution,
pensation in tlve classes, llrst, between $4000 and neither
avows or disavows what is chargami $}<X)0, second between $2000 ami $2000,
ed; let tlie Senate act according to its judgthird between $2000 and $1000, fourth between
ment. I.aid over.
$1000 and $100, and fifth, less than $100, the
A resolution was adopted instructing the
salaries to be assigned by the Postmaster GenMilitary Committee to enquire into the proeral; these salaries to take effect in July next.
priety of extending relief to Mr, Thomas,
In the offices of the first and second classes it
known as the
French Lady,” who is insane,
is proposed to allow' a just and reasonable sum
and in the dungeon of Fort Lafayette.
for cost of rent, fuel, lights, clerks, &c., and
A resolution w;is adopted requesting the
also to the offices of the other classes, w hich
President to furnish all orders issued prohibitare distributing offices, lor clerk hire; all box
ing the export of arms to Mexico.
rents and other perquisites to be accounted
The bill relative to the appointment of midfor by the Postmaster; the box rents and posshipmen in tlie Naval Academy was passed.
tage always to be prepaid; letter carriers to
A bill introduced encouraging enlistments
be appointed, and receiving offices and boxes
established, and provision made for carrying ! was referred to tlie Military Committee.
Tlie bill making appropriations tor the paylocal newspapers and small packages; the rate
incut of invalid pensions was passed.
of half ounce letters to he three cents, drop
The army
hill was taken np.
letters two cents, and no carrier's lee allowed;
amendments were adopted, among
registered letters to pay a fee of tw enty cents; Several
them
one
appropriating $o,(XX) for l he improvenewspaper postage on weeklies |ier quarter
ment of the navigation of Fox and Wisconsin
live cents, semi-weeklies ten cents, tri-weeklies
lti
vers.
fifteen cents, dailies, six issues, thirty cents;
Mr. Wilson offered an amendment approprifour ounces to be the standard weight for periating $88d,600 for an ordnance depot in the
odicals ; small papers, sent in a pajs-r to one
harbor of Newr York.
address, charged at same rates.
An amendment was offered bv Mr. Grimes,
Senator Wilson's bill, from the Military
Committee, for encouragement of re-eniist- as a substitute for Mr. Wilson’s amendment,
meufs and enrolling and drafting militia and | appointing a commission of nine ordnance and
artillery oliieers, to examine ami report on tlie
other purposes, provides:
site at the next session.
1st That such of the volunteers and militia
After discussion, tile whole proposition was
now in tin* service of the United Slates, who
rejected.
may re-eulist for one year, after the expiration
.’ir. trumunii oncreu an amendment, w hich
of the present term of service, shall be enwas adopted, providing tliat no
money shall lie
titled to a bounty of $.,i0, one half of which
paid to any officer or assumed officer not auwill be paid on such re-eniistmeut, and the
thorized by some existing law, unless such ofbalance at tile expiration of the term of reficer shall subsequently lie sanctioned by the
enlistment; ana to such as may re-emist lor
Senate, nor to any person appointed during
two years, after the expiration of their present
the recess of the Senate, where such vacancy
term of enlistment, shall be paid one half of
existed iiefore the recess and was required to
the bounty for enlistment provided by the 5th
tie tilled by and with the advice of the Senate,
section of the act approved July 22, 1861.
until such appointee shall have been continued
2d. The President shall make all proper
by the Senate. The bill was then passed.
rules and regulations for enrolling and draftThe consular and diplomatic appropriadon
ing the militia of the Uuited States, and otherbill was taken up.
After discussion the Senwise putting this act into execution; and the
ate went into executive session.—Adjourned.
enrollment of the militia shall, in all cases, inHOUSE.
clude all able bodied male citizens la-tween
The Dill authorising the employment of nethe ages of 18 and 45, except such as may be
soldiers
was
taken up and debated.
gro
exempt therefrom by the existing laws of the
Mr. Cox moved to tabic the bill. Lost.
United States, and further exemptions from
A
motion
to refer the hill to the Military
physical disability, and shall only be made
Committee, was lost—32 against 103.
alter tin- completion of the draft.
Several dilatory motions were made.
At
3d. Whenever the President shall call for
half past six there were many vacant seats.—
the militia of the States and Territories to lie
employed in the service ol the United States, j A cail of the House was made and excuses
heat'd from absentees, Ac. The yeas and nays
he shall specify in his call the |ieriod for which
said service may lie required, not exceeding ; were repeatedly called on trivial questions, the
object of the op|»>sition being to defeat a vote
two years; and the militia so called shall be
mustered, and continue to serve during the on the negro soldier hill, which the Republicans were determined, if possible, to obtain toterm so specified, unless sooner discharged.
night It was now eight o’clock.
4th. Every person who shall, in pursuance
Mr. Olin, it being 0 o'clock, asked general
of any law of the United States or requisition
consent to make a suggestion to relieve the
of the President, he drafted as a soldier, shall,
House from their embarrassment
when so drafted, lie deemed to lie in actual
Mr. Allen of III., on the opposition, and Mr.
service of the United Slates, and shall lie thereBingham, on the Republican side, objected.
upon subject to tlie rules and articles of war
The calling of the yeas and nays was rein the same manner as though he had lieen
questions.
mustered into the service of the United States. sumed on trivial
During the proceedings a few emphatic
5th. The drafted militia brought into the
words
were
exchanged by Mr. Vallandigham
service of the United States by authority of
and Mr. Colfax, the latter temporarily occuthis act. shall lie placed in all respects upon a
the Speaker's Chair.
footing with the troops authorized by the 4th pying
Mr. Vallandigham insisted that he had a
section of tiie act approved July 17,1862.
right to appeal from his (Mr. Colfax's) decis6th. Every person not subject to the rules
ion, and Mr. Colfax refused to entertain the
and articles of war, who shall procure or enquestion, claiming that under such circumtice any soldier in the service of the Uuited
stances as were now existing, the rulings were
States to desert, or wtio shall harbor, conceal,
uniform.
or give employment to a deserter, or carry him
Mr. Vallandigham—The Speaker just now
*
away, or aid in carrying away, knowing him
entertained a similar appeal.
to be such, or who shall purchase from any
Mr.
Colfax—The
refused
to do so.
Speaker
soldier his arms, equipments, uniform, ammuMr. Vallandigham—I appeal to the record
nition, clothing, or uny part thereof,orany capol the House.
tain or commanding officer of any ship or vessel
The
short duration,
carrying any such soldier as one of his crew, was conversation, thoughtoofsuch
an extent
remarkably earnest,
or otherwise knowing him to have deserted,
that members lounging in the cloak room and
or who shall refuse to deliver to the order of
on the sofas hastily rushed to the scene, thus
his commanding officer, shall upon legal conincreasing the contusion.
viction be flned at the discretion of any court
no quorum was present, and
having cognizance of the same, in any sum not theAt 11 oclockhad
all left the galleries.
exceeding $500, and shall lie imprisoned not Thespectatorsstatednearly
that as there was no quorSpeaker
exceeding two years nor less than six months. um no
business could be transacted.
7th. Whenever a single regiment of volunMidnight.—Still in session, without action
teers, or of militia of the same arms, from the
same istate, is reduced to one half the maximum number prescribed by
law, the President
From Gen. Grant’s Army.
may direct the consolidation of the companies
of such regiment, provided that no company
so formed shall exceed the maximum number
prescribed by law, and when such consolida- An Immense Forco of Rebels
tion is made the regimental officers shall be
reduced in proportion to the reduction of the
uutnlier of companies.
fe8tll. Whenever a regiment is reduced liclow
Port Hudson and Vicksburg to Held at
the maximum number allowed by law, no more
officers shall be appointed ill such regiment
all Hazards.
beyond those necessary for the command of
sucli reduced number.
Utli. So much of tlie 5th section of the act
Gen. Mct lcrnand and Com. Porter Within
approved July 17, 1862, entitled “an act to
amend an act calling forth the militia to exeTwenty Miles ol Vicksburg.
cute tiie laws of the Union,*’ <fcr., as requirse
the consent of the President to carry into execution the sentence of a court martial, lx-,
Cairo, Jan. 2$.
and the same is hereby repealed, as far as the
Steamer Ruth has arrived here troin Memsame extends to punishinel for desertion, and
phis. Our troops are being daily transferred
sentences for that office may be carried into
to transports, and sent to Milliken's Bend.
execution upon tlie approval of a commanding
Gen. Grant was expected to move on the 27th
General of uti army ill the field.
Inst.
10th. Immediately alter the passage of this
I lie Memphis Bulletin of Monday has
act the President shall issue his proclamation
Southern new s of the lwtli.
declaring that all soldiers absent from their
(ien. Joe Johnston commands the whole
regiments without leave may return to such Western Department of the rebel army, and
or
as
he
indicate
in
his
may
place
places
procis inarching with an immense force to Vickslamation, and he restored to their respective burg. It is believed he can couceutrate 150,reSiments without punishment, except the
000 men lor the defence of Vicksburg. The
forfeiture of their puv and allowances during
lebels are determined to stake everything to
their absence, anu all deserters who may not
hold Vicksburg and l’ort Hudson, and to keep
return within the time so specified liy the
o|ieu the communication betweeu Louisiana,
President, shall, upon being arrested, he punArkansas and Texas. The rebel fortifications
ished as the law provides.
at Port Hudson are complete, and the rebels
lllli. Court martinis shall have cause to
feel very confident that they can hold that
sentence officers w ho shall absent themselves
place and Vicksburg also.
I'roui their companies without leave, to he
The latest advices say that Gen. McClerreduced to the ranks to serve
years or durnand's forces and Com. Porter's squadron have
ing the war.
reached Young's Point, a place only twenty
12th. If any person shall resist any draft of
miles above Vicksburg.
militia meu into tliu service of the United
.States, or shall counsel or aid any person in
Various Items.
resisting any such draft, or shall assault or obPhiladelphia, Jan. 28.
struct any officer in making such draft, or shall
A. D. Boiieau, proprietor of the Evening
counsel any person to assault or obstruct any
Journal, was arrested by order of the governsuch officer, or shall cause any drafted men
ment. and taken to Washington last night. E.
not to appear at the places of rendezvous,
W. Carr, of the same paper, was also arrested
such persou shall upon conviction thereof, be
but
released.
tine
or
not
exceeding
f-VXI,
by
by
punished
The Provost Guard Ims possession of the
imprisonment not exceeding two years, or by
Evening Journal office.
both of said punishments.
New York. Jan. 25.
The President to-day nominated to the SenGen. Burnside aud family are iu town.—
ate Andrew Wylie to be Judge of the CrimiThey will be serenaded to-night. Gen. Mcnal Court of the District ol Columbia, the
Clellan left this morning for Boston.
place being vacated by the death of Judge
Steamship China was to sail for Liverpool
Crawford.
this noou. but the storm detaiue.d her. She
The Senate to-day confirmed the nominahas $4:14,1)40 iu specie.
tions of W. T. Otis of Indiana to lie Assistant
The annual meeting of the stockholders ol
of
A.
the
Clias.
Beebe,
Interior;
Secretary
the American Telegraph Company was held
receiver of public money at Los Angelos, Calto-day. The Old Board of Directors were reifornia; Ileury A. Wittel, Surveyor General
At a subsequent meeting of the
elected.
**
Cor Iowa and Wisconsin.
board E. S. Sanford was re-elected President,
Acting Volunteer Lieut. D. P. Upton lias
C. Livingston Secretary, and F. Morris Treasbeen ordered to the command of the U. S.
urer.
steamer Arizona.
Acting Assistant Surgeon
Boston, Jan. 28.
S. II. Weil has been ordered to the same vesGen. McClellan arrived in Boston to-night
sel.
A large crowd gathered at the depot to see
him. It is understood he will decline any
From California.
public reception, but accept the private hosSan Francisco, Jan. 28.
pitalities of several of our wealthy citizens.
Sixty cent* was the best offer made to-day
for legal tender notes.
General Order.
It is thought that Mr. Phelps will be elected
War Department, I
Senator to-night. Tile contest is very bitter,
Washington, Jan. 20, 1863. j
Some attempts at bribery have been made,
Ordered, That Gov. Andrew of Massachucausing an explosion last evening.
setts, is authorized, until further orders, to raise
In the market no business lias been done
such number of volunteer companies of artilexcept for supplying the daily wants.
lery, for duty iu forts in Massachusetts or
The paper money question is likely to put
elsewhere, and such corps of infantry for the
an end to the credit system in this State.
volunteer military service as he may find convenient; such volunteers to be enlisted for
From Fortress Monroe.
three years unless sooner discharged, and may
Fortress Monroe Jan. 27.
include persons of African descent organized
The steamer Illinois left yesterday ludeu
into senerate corps. He will make the usual
witli troops.
needful requisitions on the appropriate stall
Tue Rhode Island hits arrived irom the
bureaus ami officers for the proper transportaSouthern blockading fleet.
tion, organization, supplies, subsistence, arms
The Vanderbilt is at anchor in the Roads
and equipments of such volunteers.
ami has been for several days taking In coal.
Edwin M. Stanton,
The Wceliawken is at Newport News.
Secretary of War.

Coflee—quiet.

Molassi*#—firm; Now Orleans 36 @ 42 for old; Barbadoes 40.
Freightsto Liverpool—dull; floor Is; grain 6® 7d.
Wool—firmer,

j

I

j
|

with

a

moderate business

doing.

Stock Market.
j
New York. Jan. 28.
!
Second Hoard.—Stocks lower, but closed firmer.
Chicago A Rock Island.. 89]
Chicago, Burliugtou A (Quincy,.108
Cleveland A Toledo.
86]
Galena A Chicago.91
Cleveland A Fittsburg. 69
Illinois Centra) scrip,. 92

Panama.188
Michigan Southern,.

68

Michigan Southern guaranteed,.104]
Michigan Central,. 93]
Treasury 7 3-loths.102
United States 6’» on** year certificates. 95
United States 6 s 1881 registered.. 96
Unite*! States 6's 1881 coupons,. 94]

Reading.
Harlem..

Amoriean

90
;gi

Gold,..152J

United States demand notes.7.148
Canton Company.
26]
Cumberland

preferred,.JO]

|

SF" Lehigh
phia one dollar

I

coal has declined In Philadelton.

a

The Governors of three slave

States,
Missouri, Delaware and Maryland,take ground
in favor of emancipation.
jy It is said that the trustees appointed
to carry out the intentions of Mr.
Peabody in
his munificent gift to the poor of London have

1

visited various localities and selected sites for
improved dwellings. Plans have been drawn
and contracts are in progress.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
M. C. 1H. Association.
T,IC »*** meeting <>r thl. Awncigtion fur
and Debates will foe held Thor.V*'
J*"' *' “ 71 o c!oci- >“ Oeir

-A

A <iy
Mr

U^riry‘iu?|'
The Public
are

invited.

Question r„r

important error occurred in the
transmission by telegraph of the treasury bill.
The $400,000,000 three year notes are convertible into legal tender notes at any time
before
or after maturity.
The telegraphic reading
was “on or after they become due,” for which
the Congressional Globe gives “before, Ac.”
y “Quriggles” says that the moment
American Gold was quoted ai 150 he thought
it time to take advantage of the high tide
by bringing out his pile. He unlocked his
strong box and found just—two Canada halfpenny tokens, a nickel cent, and a secondhand postage stamp! Since then lie has joined in the cry against “irredeemable paper”
ami

spuvuuuuni

m mu

precious

‘h*

m^n^

tarn to permanent peace lies iu
vigorously1
11
ing the present Administration.
Per order of Committee.
}*»2*
F. M. CAKSLEY. Sec
y.

*.,-taiu*

entitled "Au Act relating to Fines and Cotta of Crimiual Prosecutions,” approved March 27th, 1858.
E

observed by persons presenting
S T.4MP$ lor Y**demption.
TO
1. Persons
he

|g’-'s

J?
t‘

ga

4?

<
e»
General Bill
*38.30 8. J. C.
Alexander Foss,
77
James Conroy,
4.40
Nehemiah C. Rice,
4.40
In. of N.Yarmouth, 12.95
M;al Davis et al,
4.40
Francis Murphy,
4.40 Mun. C.
4.40
Mighil
Richard R. Robinson, 1 38 8. J. C.
Daniel C. Webb,
4.83
Brown Thurston,
4.40
Richard R Robinson,4.83 Mun. C.
claimed
by
Liquors
Rich'd R. Robiusou, 5.18
Joseph II. Faulkner, 4.40 8. J. C.
Charles B. Paine,
4 40
•*
4.40
Silas Hall,
4.40
4.40
8am'l M. Hayden,
4.40
John D. Wood bury. 4.40
4.40

State

**
**

thereon the number and value of the *ame. The
parcels must then be enclosed in one sealed
envelope.and
the aggregate value of the whole marked thereon,
with the uame and residence, or place of
business, of
the person, firm, or association owning the same.
2. But one deposit of Stamps will be received from
the same partv. The parcels as received will be numbered regularly; and a receipt with a
corresponding
number and name thereon, given I© the
applicant.
3. No
payments will be made irntW after the expiration or 3) days from the date of this notice.
4. When payments are ready to be made, the
public will be notified thereof by notice
posted in the
Avenue of the Post Office,
the numbers readv
stating
for delivery, wheu the holders thereof mav receive
their payments on
surrendering the receipts held by
them.
6. Only such Postage Stamps as hare been in actual circulation as currency will be redeemed. Those
or the old issue, aud those which have been
used for
the pre-pavim ut of postage, if
any—which fast will
be determined by this Department—will be retained
by the Postmaster and des royed. Stamp* which
have not been used as
currency or in pavmeut of
postage will be returned to Depositors.
6.
for redemption can be made
daily
—Sundays excepted—between the hours of 9 a. m.
and 3 p. m.. until the 31st day of
1363. Xone
January,
mt// be received after that >tate.
7. The undersigned is authorized bv the Postmaster
General, whenever he may deem it expedient for the
interest of the Department, to require an affidavit
from any applicant for the
redemption of Postage
SUmps. that lie obtained the said stamps honestly
aud legitimately, and that they have never twvn
on letters.
A. T. DOLE, Postmaster.
Post Office, Portland. January 1, 1363.
janS tf

Applications

usei

SCALES.
Those celebrated Scales are still made by the original inventors, (awd okly by tukx.) and are constantly receiving all the improvements which their
long experience and skill can suggest.

They are

**

Hay.

BUTCHERS’, GROCERS’. DRUGGISTS’. CONFECTIONERS and GOLD

Beams, Weights,&c.t&c.
With

complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS.

nni'

ii

nvy,

Jonathan Dow,
Same,
Itroncas Ocrar,

a

—

nr

Sold In Portland
oc2o

corner

by

C.

o

Mun. C.

Battery march Street,
Poston.

of

EMERY k

WATERHOUSE

Real Estate,
INVESTMENTS !

HOUSES, at pricr* from *1000 to MOOO.
ion HOUSE LOTS, at pricca from 8300 to *3000.
J.OOn.OOO fret of FLATS,
l.non.non fort of LAND.
3 STORE LOTS ob Commercial Street.

Ur Staibs.

TO

SMOKERS!
lot of

flae

a

XILLICXINICK TOBACCO,

is worthy of all able bodied men wbo love a
smoke. MEERSCHAUM and BRIER-ROOT

constantly

•*

»»

C.

on

Corner

jan5

•»

C.

C.
*»

"

»

C.

8 J. C.
Mun. C.

of Exchange Street.

of the second mortgage Bonds of the
Portland Railroad Co., with all
the interest coupons thereon due on the 15th of October. 1862. are hereby requested to deposit the same
in my hand*, for which receipts will be given and
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in the
1’oktland k KsxxxiiEr Railroad, (a netr organization.) as soon as the books and certificates cau bo
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said CompaJ. S. CUSHING,
ny, Nov. 8, 1862.
Treasurer Portland k Kennebec Railroad.
declft dtf
Augusta, Dec. 16, 1862.

J. C.
Mun. C.

Internal Revenue
M

FULL

supply
No. W2
A raywilloffice.
be

of

Stamps.

all kiuds of Stamps for sale at
Commercial street; and the

public

»•

••

•*

expected to use them on and after this
date. (January 1, 1863.)
When sold fu sum* less than one dollar, payment
required in Postal Currency.
OrncK Hocks—• to 12J A. M .; 2 to 4J P. M
NAfH'L J. MILLER, Collec or
1st District State of Maine.
jaul2 dtf

Mun. C.

JOHN C.
**

8. J. C.

"

PROCTER,

Real Estate and Merchandize

BROKER.
OFFICE

’*

^yEuIrtncf

...

lint Door north of the l’ost

Office.

CO.,

M

General

*'
’*

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
AND WHOLES A LK DEALERS IN

Flour,

Provisions

and

Produce

Ho. 129 Commercial Street,
JOHNT

OHABB

ROGER*

Long Wharf,

marine. Fire and Life Insurance,
maybe wanted.
J. W. MUKOER.

janl 8ra

U. S. INTERNAL REVENUE

STAMPS,

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

TOR BALI AT THR

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,
Iu Merchant*’ Bank Building, Exchange St.
jai.22 dtt

The Highland Boarding School

d3in

fob buys.

SON,

middle Street

199

Proprietor

and

Principal.

jan36 4w

International Kteamwhip Company.

Tickings,

SILKS, WOOLENS, DELAINES,
other good* usually found in

Dry Goods Store!
also Agents for Foy's

Corset and Skirt

jau3 2m

TO LET.
Third Floor, corner of Middle
streets. Enquire at 86 State Street.

CSras* Need and .Hess Beef.

2,000

200 BbU.
For .ale by

seedels

*"

,,ERD8 S1A*»

Western Me»e BEEF,
\T

JanVow

H

SIIAW ft HON,
95 (,imwrc|1|

Strctl

bl'SHBU8 Extra Mealing Cora.
7
• OOn 400 BbU. Stou. Mill.

iVYj/,
160 Bbls. Arcade
60

##

®’

*«

Flour
»•

Chicasaw

••

An trust A
Union

••
•«

f«*
Shipping Board.,
hpruce Clank.
flU.OOO
(neap Pine Boards.
moOOPIne Clapboards—planed.
{*Pruc* Clapboards.
100,000 Extra Cedar Shinglrf.
B,r
ceu. r.
..
At
the head of rosTMt,
Union Wharf
Portland, Dec. lltb, 18*3.
•6.0W

*•

-v

Flour, Flour.
*
grew>

BRANDS of Western and
amily A Lot H ran always bo found at
itrwl, at fur prices—for sale

Canada
871 Coa-

by

lo,tM3W1LUA*

^fy0*'

SALtT

FOB

300
000 B^AKDOkW“> '*■*
S.<«»> Sugar Box SHOOKS.
<

F. DIMENSION,

8kl»"«

all ,|m

OUTSIDE S A SUES

on

hand.

-ALSO—

*» Bbla. Choice Brand FLOCK, for
Amily vaa, by

oc80d3mH"b*>"

RUFUS DEERING,
" Wh"f’ r°°‘ °f
U'(k

FOR SALE & TO LET.
For Kale or fo be Let.
BRICK HOUSE on Lincoln street. laW|i quire at the Merchauta Bank.
Jan 19 tf
To be Let.
/-1HAMBEBS in the second atory, orer Store M
V Middle afreet—Mitchell'a Building. Bur talon
giren immediately, inqaire of
J»“* 'f
A. T. DOLK.

TO BERT.

naL
[! 1

A modem built HOUSE, No. 30 Dan forth
•»">'*■ •“■“I'lr lor a genteel
featUy-aoauIlUHi taintug ditcen room*.
Enquire of J. K. KING, in rear of 30 Daatorth
strwt
daclttf

For Male.
Til F. HOUSE ob the corner of Free
P*^' »n<l t'aaeo atreete—the basement
nnidiixl for a Store. A good etaad tor
1 family Grocer.

flTRB

—also—

Two Lots of Land, one on Spring and one OR
Spruce street. Either would be exchanged for i
good Dwelling House.
For particulars please apply at 117 Middle Street
Portland.
N. I. MITCH ELL.

Cooper's Mhop

ON

and Temple
Jan 10

to Let.

Commercial Street, head of Uobeoa alWhart.
Inquire of J. H. HAMLEN,
Office on Hobeoa’a Wharf.
•ap4tf

To Lot.
commodious bam be
in
of the
THE
brick block,
Milk
<

ner

Streeta, directly facing
at

Enquire

the northerly earcorner of Liam end
the market. Real o«.

r

new

office of

OCEAN INSURANCE CO..

Sept. 15.

dtf

No. 27

Kxchange St.

To Let.
The large House on the corner of Mid*
die and Willow Streets, recently oeen*
by Mrs. C. A. Richards as a board*
IIB|
ing house.
Possession giren immedt^H^BHBbately. For particulars enquire of

pied

oclotf

JOHN 0. PROCTOR

STATEMENT of condition
—or

THE-

Atlantic Fire and Marine Ins. €•„
On thf

thirty-tint day qf Dtermbir, A.

D.

1868,

Made to the State of Maine, pursuant to the Statute
ol that State, entitled "An Act to regulate Agencies of Foreign Insurance Companies."

NAME AND LOCATION.
The name of this Company is the Atlantic Fire and
Marine Insurance Company, incorporated in 1863,
and located in the City ol Providence, Stateof Rhode
CAPITAL.
The Capital of said Company, actu8150,000
ally paid up in cash, is
The Surplus ou the 81st day of Dee.
64.544 8304,686
bank of Commerce stock, par value
850. market value 952».
10,600 00
Globe bank Stock, par 850, market
value 850,
26.000 00
Continental Hank Stock, par value
$60. market value $50,
30,000 00
Northern bauk Mock, par 8100,
market value 8100,
15,000 00
Mechanics A Manufacturers Bank
Stock, par 850. market value $50.10,000 00
Lime Rock hank, par value $6o,
market value $50.
13,800 00
Merchants Bank, par value $50,
market value 960.
3.500 00
Amount due ou bond,
80000
Ani't due the Company on which
1,740 80
judgment has beeu obtained,
Bills Receivable tor Marine Premi-

84680
6,166 67

ums.

Due from Agents,
Cash in Banks,
Cush ou hand not deposited,)
Interest money due. sud other
sets uot abov e specified,

3,776 18
as-

880 00

904484

LIABILITIES.
Amount of Losses adjusted and due

None.
and unpaid.
Amount of losses incurred and in
process of adjustment, reported,
un which no action has been taken,
Amouut of Ciaima for loaees resisted by the Comrvanv,
None.
Amouut of Dividend* declared and
due and unpaid.
Amount of Dividends, either caah
or scrip declared but not yet due.
None.

Monev borrowed.

11,488

1.200

16,000

All other claims against the ComNone.
ny,
Total amount of losaes. claims and liabilitiea,

837401

Statn or Rhode Island and Pbotidmmcu I
Plantations. City and County of Protidtwee. f
8 Maura«. President, I. S. Parish. Secretary, of
the Atiaiitic Fire and Marine Insurance Company,
being didr sworn, depose and say that the
is a true, hill and correct statement of the afters of
•«nI corporation, and that thev are the above described officers thereof.
8 MAI'RAN. President.

Payson House*.

The State of Rhode I land,
I
a
Citv and County of Prov idence.es. I
Subscribed and sworn before me, this seventeen!)*
day of January, A. D. I’m>3
11 inky Martin,
A CommisMoner for the State of Mala#
for the State of Rhode Island.

(i ENT LEM AN and his wife, and a few single
gentlemen can be accommodated "l,*|
"I®*
and pleaaaut rooms at the above house. NoJaul»dtf
Dll 8tiut.

A

Supporter.

Portland, Jan.2d. 1883.

a

SPECIAL JIEETINt. of tha Stockholder. ol
the International Steamship Co. will be holden
at the office oi the Company, on the corner of Commercial and Union streets,for the purpose of revising
the By-Laws of the Company, on the 29th day ot
January, 1*68, at 3 o’clock I*. M
H. J. LIBBY, Secretary.
Portland, Jan. 14, 1863.
janUi

GOODS, A

rsttr Loir trices tor tue times.'

are

nttrilma.

Bethel. Jan 26. 1*68

English. Erints,

We

Term of thia School will commence
on the 1st Tuesday in March.
The advantage*
for instruction are excellent. Application for rooms
should be made as early as possible

THE Spring

STOKE-

-HAVE-

THE

ROOKRft.

January 1st, 1963.

The undersigned has removed his Office to

A

IT—

ASSETS.

JOHl T. ROGERS A

PORTLAND. Mk

and all

aaLM

('HAS. W. S.7IITH,
At his New Store,
Korn. CAN... silver
Street*
jsnl83w

Island

On Lime Street.

jan203m

Removal !

at

groceries,

—FOB

"

fl, 185.87
THOMAS II. MEAD,
Countv Treasurer.
Portland. Jan. 24. 1883.
jau20 d2aw*w3*32

Cottons and

family

Iff

NOTICE.

8

Lydia

DRESS

76 Bsahela BEANS.
BbU. h LDl R. (different grade.,1
Together with a good uutwrimaat uf

TiimB

M

'•

...

Ac,

BALDWIN APPLES

Lb.. DRIED APPLES
GO l ub. BLTIER.
60
LARD.

HOLDERS
Kennebec and

"

9.78 Mun. C.
al.
’*
Jatut's Conroy et als, 7.06
A«a Humphrey etal*. 9.13
13 62 8. J. C.
Stephen Phinney
Josephus P. Miller, 7 %
Lorenzo Merrill.app't.8 17 Mun. C.
Jas. Mcl^tughlin,
13.62
Charles Dalton,
23.86 Trial Justice.
63.27 Muu. C.
Heujamiu (ireen,
Charles Hewey,
16 46 8. J. C.
15.15 Trial Justiee.
Phinney.
Win. Cochrane,
6.88 8. J. C.

1«9

Apples, Flour,
BBM

rWVl 4.00V
Ow

STORE.

Kail Road Hoads.

••

rt

-AT

DANA A CO*

JanMedUlm

n#v4eodtf

•*

•»

good

hand, at

LORING’S DRUG

*•

H. C. LOVELL A

800 Bbl.. PICKLED HERRING.

MilHl
1U||H^

Dennis Md.ov rin

Jau7

no'T1'"*"

»

_

PIPES

••

8. J.C.
Man. C.

37.76 Mun. C.
Timothy Donahue and
Eliza Treat,
18 9> 8. J. C.
Joseph W. Umb, 197.14 Trial Justice.

that

S

SllTABLF FOR CITY OR
COVNTRT TRAD g

x^thlcuf.

f)

Ho. 166 Fore St., heed of

#

—

mild, medium and strong. Also, a fine assortment
of A ATUHAL LEAF TOBACCO, including the
celebrated “Mayapple" brand.
Our assortment of

»»

29.90
7 66

-also,-

Boxes Extra Scaled

4.000

81'KI

FAIRBANKS ft BROWN,
118 Milk Strkkt.

flAI-FN,

u‘U1j1© iv»r West India market

ror.lM,d.Det

Choice Imported Cigar*

7 83
Same,
Same,
7.48
Same,
7.43
7 43
Same,
Naac Smith.
48.16
Edward Jefterds and

2,000 BOX“ MA<

as

"

Mon.

NHlPPiXf* HERRIXC.

Coni and Railroad Scale*!

NOTICE

C.

Mun
8. J.

MERCHANDISE

a.

For sale, in every variety,

MOSES GOULD, 74 M14tile Si.,

15 59 8. J. C.
Ward.
20.89 Mun. C.
Ralph T. Ilaskins,
Joanna McGrath and
Ellen F. Murpfav, 26 36 8. J. C.
U.3S
Same,

iii'urri

operation.

■ot37dtf

Daniel

j

principle, tkoroughfg made, \
are perfectly accurate and \

materials, and

I hare Jaat receired

iutoxicating

!

correct in

of the beet
durable ia

M

S. J.

I*0

Jan»dtdEK"r

60

170

8. J.

Perfumery*

frc,h *nd in perfect order. CatallEd'*n,t "toplca examined at orfr oP
(TcfTtfr?
dee at any time
previous to sale
BA,LEV ‘ co Aaetlonaer.,

At Wholesale !

Standard

••

Mun.

close a consignment,
600 Doz. Lubin’s an4 others
French

FAIRBANKS’

SUIT CHAACI FOE IAKCA1AS BEFORE Til USE!

Nutting]

Daniel C. Webb.
4.83
Richard U. Robinson, 188
James McGlinchy,
4.95
Liquors claimed by
Samuel Chadwick, 4.83
John Rogers, app’t, 4.40
John Conley,
4.40
John O. Ragan,
4.40
Elia-* M. Kastman and
Elix. Eastman,
4.40
Do
4.40
do,
Albion (i. Lewis,
4.83
Doiini- McGovcrin.
4.40
•PP’t,
Samuel J. H axel ton, 4.40
Lben Pendexter,
4.40
Joseph u*('.Andrews, 4 40
4.40
Hall,
George
Rufus Porter,
4.85
Altnon L. Emery,
20
13(18
o«irood Gore.
4 do
James Nowlin,
4.W
Janies Jones and Geo
M Pike,
4 40
Fredeiick M. Libby. 4.40
Walter Corbett,
4.4o
John R Merrow,
34.22
923
4.40
Harvey Freeman.
Asa Humphrev.
4.40
Certain
liquors claimed by
J. F. Abbott,
4.40
Ja." Bradley,Jr,,app't,4 40
Rob't R. Duddv,
4 40
"
Sam’l T. Dyer,
4.40
Thomas Breslin, **
4.40
Jeiemiah Ragau,
15.10
Levi 8. Givens,
62.70
Catharine Touro,
17.91
Johu C. Stickney, 111.60

AT AUCTION.
TV'E sha!! Eel) at Public Auction at
Office, 18 Ex’ «h»ujfc «trei,t, on
Friday,Jan 80, at K>» o'clock
A. Mto

os

8.J.C.

vs.

Josephus P. Miller,

POSTAGE

SALES.

FRENCH IMPORTED PERPUMERT

presenting Stamps for redemption must
separate them according to the different denominations, and enclose each in a small parcel, aud endorse

a

*5

r:
Prosecutions.

Portland.

...

U~L. E 8

R

AUCTION

^

post omcE

SCALES!

C ounty of ruinbcrlnud.
Treasurer'* Office, Jan. 90.1869.
OTATEXCNT ol Cost* of Crimiual Prosecution*,
allowed
bv
the Supreme Judicial Court, at the
p
| November
Term, A. D. 1*62.made in conformity with
the requirement* of au act of the Legislature of Maine,

li

>*rn!

i? wa^

country have involved us i» rh
that
any political party whose principle te,!i
atcrthe institution is on
worthy of conH«t«.,rgP^rpettf*
>
and
that
the
surest and shortest
port
n?®1*'

iiiuuus.

©

Discussion.

hr this

An

—

A Wise Movement of Gen. Wise.
New York, Jan. 28.
A Yorktown letter of the 2tith inst states: j
Last week two deserters who came into our
lines reported that Gen. Wise, with 8,000 men,
was within six miles of Williamsburg, and advancing on Yorktown to take revenge for the !
laie raid made by the 6th New York cavalry
to White House, but Wise changed his mind,
much to the sorrow of our troops, who were
anxious for his visit.

was

Bill for the Encouragement of
Be-enlistments.

do 10*.

Vioksburg.

Consternation among the Rebels.—Reported
Dissatisfaction witn Uov Stanley.
Nkwbkhn, N. C. Jan. 21.
Newspapers from the interior iudicate that
tile rebels are greatly exercised about the concentration of military and naval force* in this
department, and are much uiystilled as to its

composed of Charles Humphrey, William Burton, Bryce M. Edwards, William M. Harding,
Caleb Hodsdon, Benjamin Libby, Charles
Paine, Gerry Rounds, Jr., Edward T. Smith,

Bill.

Reinforcing

--

The statement of its condition shows a prosperous situation of affa'rs. The Board of Directors elected at the last annual meeting is

UIC

PAPERS.

EVi:.H.\U

pany.—We call attention to the advertisement
of this company in our columns this ptorning.

III

long

time.

leave his bed.

ever

nuu OIC

a

£j?“"Hon. F. O. J. Smith, .as we learned last
evening, was improving, though unable to

Maine Mutual Fire Insurance Com-

lUWiHT

currency.

ryv violent northeast snow storm commenced here last night n!>out 1U o’clock, and at

ball, it seems, was completely cut in two parts,
and that which remained in the wound was

BUIIIC VI

postal

street.

bullet which had

Boys.—B/

of the

tyGodey’s Lady's Book for February, a
splendid number, has been received at the
bookstore of Hall L. Davis, No. 53 Exchange

since he received the
wound; tiie other ball’ of the ball having passed ont through the wound at the time. Tiie

Caution to

learned

not

place

iu that

jaw, at the battle of Bull
29ih of August last, took out, a

nearly flattened by contact
of the jaw.

He had

Military

Postal

|

1ST- The Lewiston Journal says the angels
city go on skates. Does this fact explain the large number of fallcu angels in the
.Spindle City ?

is out

wound in the lower

very

and for-

jy Shinplasters, like chickens, are now
coming home to roost The Eastern Express
Co., is redeeming those issued in its uauie,
and refuse all paper in payment of hills except

A Troublesome Kino or Tooth.—Lieut

jaw

City

the donors desire.

that the iron horse has taken the
old stage coach.

cls in this number, with various illustrations,
besides the usual monthly record of current
events, the Editor’s table, easy chair am]
drawer, and the fashions for February. It ran
be had at the periodical store of E. C. Andrews,
No. 67, and at the bookstore ol Hail L. Davis,
No. 53 Exchange street.

remained in the

to

new

'jf' The man who don’t believe in daily papers recently went into the Elm House to book

with some of the best illus-

a

are

our

be

can

warded

trations that have yet appeared in this popular
magazine. There are thirteen other rich arti-

half of

could

Onions

Hull, where they will Is? attended

It contains the second paper of the “Califor-

one

rations.

as

farmers and fruit growers will
attend to the above suggestions and pour in
supplies of these articles with liberal hands.
We

word.

Run, on the
lew days since,

he

would bo the very best article that could be
sent for hospital purposes.”

by Messrs. Bryant &
Stratton are prepared expressly for their co.These comprise Book-Keeping, in
leges.
three editions, primary, high school and counting house; Commercial Arithmetic, devoted
chiefly to practical questions; and a treatise
on Commercial Law, front the pen of Amos
Dean, LLD., professor of law in the University of Albany.
The scholarships are good for an unlimited
period, and the stndent is free to review his
studies at aqy time, or in any branc i. Of tiie
positive value of systematic merchsntile instruction, it is unnecessary to say a single

Thomas J. Little, of this city, who received

t

Mr. Hale reported back from the Naval
Committee the hill regulating the appointment
of midshipmen with amendments.
Mr. Clark ottered the following:
Whereat—Willard Saulsbury, Senator from
Delaware, did, on tlie 27th inst., bring into the
Senate a concealed weapou, ami behaved in a
turbulent and disorderly manner, ami when
called to order did reluse to observe order until ordered into the custody of the Sergeautat-Arms, and then threatened the use of said
weapon upon the Sergeant-at-Anns, and in the
presence of tlie Senate did draw said weapon
and threaten to shoot said Sergeant-at-Arins,
and behaved in a manner disgraceful to the
Senate and destructive of all order and deco-

appropriation

article in our col-

sought after; jiotatoes have very nearly
given out; apples would aid very materially,
in improving the sanitary condition of the
regiments. If the good farmers who have
plenty of corn, would contribute Indian meal, !
so that each regiment could have a barrel, it !

The text book* used

Iceland,”

was an

much

icgc.

nian in

Solmebs.—A week

vastly improved if good vegetables

be

The Hon. J. H. Drummond, attorney general lor the state of Maine, will lecture
•n commercial law before tbe Portland C'ol-

February

the

l>e delivered to them

interest.

for

Association,

the

Let others go and do likewise.
Mr. C. C. Hayes, in a letter dated at Stoneman Station, says: “There is good reason to
believe that the health ol the regimetiLs would

formed.

jy Harper's Monthly

an-

was

furnishing .of apples and
vegetables for our soldiers. We are pleased to
learn that the suggestion has been responded
to quite liberally, though not as much so as it
should l>e. Many barrels of fruit have been
forwarded, and more are ready to go. Yesterday a gentleman from Windham brought in
eighteen bushels of apples which had been collected by a kind hearted lady, Mrs. Ellen Guslin,of that town, among a few of her neighltors.

just menoperation early in 1860.
There are others iu Philadelphia, Troy, and
Brooklyn. By tbc purchase of a scholarship in
any one of these colleges, the Holder becomes

a

two

umns

tioned were all in

without

Ward Beecher

Apples, <fcc., fob
or

in 1853.

Henry

gen-

ment.
The first

The

name.

of these

in each

Daily Press.

Senator Collamer's

splendid passage of Curran’s touching
emancipation, and referred by the speaker to
the progress of that cause on this continent,
was received by the audience
with cheer on
cheer. A bitter allusion to the French Emperor did not meet so ready a respouse.
After
all, success is a great merit; except in the case
of Capt. Semmes and some others we
might

Stratton A Co. will open a school in Clapp's
on Monday, the 2d February, lor in-

Washinoton, Jan. 2S.
The bill establishing posts 1 money orders
was reported back from the committee, w ith
tlie recommendation that it do not pass.

TUE

1

New York Market.
Xkw Yokk. Jan. 28.
Cotton—excited, and 2o higher; gales 3200 b.leg at
80c fur middling upland*.
Flour—State and Western opened dull and close d
•hade firmer; Superfine State 6 66 ® 6 96; Extra do
7 00 ® 7 25; choice do 7 3d n, 7 55; Round Hoop Ohio
7 60 tt; 7 65; choicu do 7 7.5 (® 8 75; Western 6 70 ®
7 70; Southern firmer; Mixed to good
760®»00;
Fancy and Extra 8 10® 10 00; ( anadasteady; Extra
4 2d ft 8 75.
Wheat—firm ; Chicago spring 1 46 ® 1 62; Milwatrkoe club 1 53 ® 1 68; A ruber Iowa 1 69 ® 1 62; Winter Red Western 1 60® 1 66; White Western 1 90 ®
1 95; Aml>or .Michigan 167® 1 69.
Corn—shade easier; Mixed Western sound 90® 91;
White do 95; Yellow do 96.
Beef—quiet: Country Mess 7 00 ® 9 00.
Fork—old Mess unchanged, and new a shade firmer ; Mess 14 75 ® 14
87] lor old 16 00 ® 16 50 for new.
Sugars—firmer; New Orleans 10] ® 12; Muscova-

HKKATE.

FROM WASHINGTON.

A

wit.

block,

commercial

Portland

After this introduction followed a sketch of
the great orator's life and character, his sterling worth und fearless courage, illustrated but
not overlaid by sparkling examples of his rare

the same.

Portland Commercial College.—It

struction in

TO

literature, science and art; but as a nation the
Irish can only claim pre-eminence for their
music and their eloquence. The eloquence of
the race was developed at the bar. All other
Irish speakers may lie referred to some school
of oratory—logical, tragic or rhetorical. Curran was only like himself.

Court...Jan. 28.

appearing to claim

new

years of the last century was varied; Irishmen
have won distinguished praise in all walks of

John Murry and Michael Greely, two lads,
for disturbing the services at the Bethel meeting on Sunday evening, were fined one dollar
aud half the costs each, amounting to $6,54.
The liquors recently seized on the premises
of Boss McGuire were declared forfeited to
the

BY TELEGRAPH.

City Hall to its utmost capacity. His subject, as announced, was “Curran and the Wits of the Irish Bar," too broad
a llehl for the gleaning or a single evening.
Ireland, he said, has but little to be proud of.
Ignorance enforced by law has left her little
The splendid intellectual harvest
to boast of.
which ripened on Irish soil during the later

crowded the

j

XXXVII CONGRESS-Second Session.

Copartnership .Voile*.
EDWABD 11AKNAFOKU
January
partiut with me
aim. of the firm to

MB

arm admitted a
l, 1883. aud the

A. P. MORGAN * CO.
Jan 19 d3w

A

V HORCiAN

foregoing

l.S. PARISH. Secretary.

OFFICE-Ho. 166 FORE STREET,
Head

or

Lo»o

WiAitr.PortlaBD, Me

JOHN W. HUNGER, Ascot.

J»u23 3wro<l

Topping

—

Portland and !%'«*«’ York Steamers.

Corn.

And there they sat and shelled the

corn,

Rooms.

(.nods forwarded

And then they shelled and popped and ate,
All kinds of fun a poking,
And he haw-hswed at her remarks,
And she laughed at his joking.

j

And still they popped, nnd still they ate,
t John’s mouth was like a hopper)
And stirred the fire, and sprinkled salt,

Dec. 6.18 3.

And John he ate, ami Sue she thought—
The corn did pop ami patter,
Till John cried out, “the corn’s afire!
Why, Susan, what’s the matter?’’
Said she, “John Stiles, it’s one o’clock,
You’ll die of indigestion;
I’m sick of all this popping corn,
Why don't you pop the question?”

MISCELLANY.
THE LAST SHOT.
This story was told me by an old and valued
friend. I give it as related in bis own words.
It was about the year 17do that I settled in
Virginia, near the Falls of Canasho. The country at that lime was an unbroken wilderness.
But few settlements had been made by the
whites and they were so far apart as to render
vain all hope of assistance in case of an attack
from the hostile Indians, numbers of whom still
infested the neighborhood.
I lived here alone with my.wife for several
months unmolested; and by dint of untiring
perseverance, being then young and hardy,
the forest, which 1 had planted with corn, and
wldcb promised an abundant yield.
One morning, after we dispatched our humble meal, and 1 had just prepared to venture
forth upon my regular routine of labor, my attention was attracted by the tinkle of a cowbell in the corn-field.
There!" said my wife, the cow is in the

corn-field.”

the backwoodsman becomes,
by education.very acute, especially so from the
fact that bis safety often depends on the nice
cultivation of that sense, i was not easily deceived ; I listened—the sound was repeated.
That,” said I, in reply to the remark of
my wife, was not the tinkle of a bell upon
the neck of a cow. It is a decoy from some
Indian who desires to draw me into ambush.”
Believing this to be the case, I took down
my musket, (I had no rifle.) and seeing that it
was properly loaded, I stole cautiously around
the Held towards the point from which the
sound seemed to proceed. As I had susjieoted, there, in a cluster of hushes, crouched an
Indian, waiting lor me to appear in answer to
his decoy bell, that he might send a bullet to
my heart. I approached without discovering
myself until within shooting distance, (hen
raised my piece and fired. The bullet sped
true to its mark, and the Indian fell dead.
Not knowing hut that he might be accompanied by others, I returned with all speed to
my cabin, and having firmly barricaded the
door, I watched all day from the port hole, in
anticipation of an attack from the Indians I
had killed. To add to the danger and seeming hopelessness of my situation, I discovered
that 1 had but one charge of powder left; I
could make hut one shot, and then, if attacked
by numbers, I should be entirely in their power.
Determined to do the best with w lrnt I
had, I poured it) my last charge of powder,
and put into my musket fifteen slugs, and then
waited for the approach of night, feeling confident of an attack.
A beautiful
Night came on at length.
moonlight it was, too, and this favored me
greatly, as 1 would be able to observe the
movomeuts of the enemy as they approached
my cabin. It was two hours alter nightfall
and as yet I had not seen nor heard a sign of
the Indians, when suddenly I was startled by
the barking of my dog at tile stable. The stable stood a little to the west of my cabin, and
between the two was a patch of clear^round,
upon which the moonlight tell unobstructed.
Judging from the noiseat the stable that they
would advance from that direction, I posted
myself at the port hole on that side of the
cabin.
I had previously placed my wife upon the
cross-pole in the chimney, so that in case our
enemies effected an entrance into the cabin,
she might climb through the low chimney and
escape. For myself, I determined not to he
taken alive, and resolved to sell my life as dear-

ly

ol

AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN, JURA,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON, NO-

VA SCO I IA N—will sail from Quebec every Saturmorning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.

dav

leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United State* mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

Passengers

morning.
Passage to

Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class. #35. First Class. #77 to .*92—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rate*.
Excursion ticket* to the World’* Fair, out and
back. #186.
Apply to Edmonstone. Allan k Co.. Montreal, or to
J. L. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23.1862.
dtf
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the result of my shot. The fifteen
slugs with which I had loaded my musket had
done the work well,—five of the six Indians
lay dead upon the ground; the sixth had disme was

E. G. Mayo,

....

Proprietor.

PASSADUMKEAG, MAINE.
TIIE

subscriber would very respectfhllv
to

noiiuce

Ins

numerous

an-

friends, and the

public generally, that during the temporary
—icoimmlsorv *ti*|>en*ioii of his business he
has furnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon his cus-

tomers. and holies by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
h. G. MAYO.
d&wtf
Passadumkeag. June 23, 1862.

BLAC'KSTOXF HOI SF,
181 iiakovkr Struct.Bouton.
Formerly Manttum ffftu&e—conducted on
fh« European plan. The subscriber has
leased the above llotne, and newly furnished it
throughout. 1 he House is now open to the public.
A. I*. MORRISON, Proprietor.
dec27
!

J_i

“ELJI

HOUSE.”

taken
upon themselves the
last will and testament of

trust

ot

Executors

of the

NATHANIEL WARREN,

late of Portland, In the ( aunty of Cumberland, deceased, by riving bond as the law directs: they therefor© request all |NTsons who are indebted to the
said deceased's estate to make imm«*diate
pavment;
and tliose who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to

Portland. Jan. 6.1863.

JOHN O. WARREN.
CHARLES W. S< OTT.
8U w8w#

d7chsiey7
M E X, 01) E 01ST

j.

Harmonium
mi

MID*

Manufacturer,
LE

STREET.

B-—J. D C

has received more first premiums
for best instruments than any other maker in
the State.
CST~ Repairing and Tuning promptly and person-

>TI

•

ally attended

to.

w

HOMESTEADS FOR

ly7

$20.

adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton. Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided thair property into lots and farm*
They are offered to *ub*crilM-r* in shares of £2" each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by c&lliugon
EDWARD 9IIAW,A«eat,
102 Middle Street. Portland.
nne

dtf

no enemy was in sight, I did not
until morning. Th re lay the Indies of the five Indians undisturbed, together
BLElfHED FLAX DICK. WITH BLIE STRIFES,
with the rifle of the other. Securing the arms
and ammunition of the fallen Indians, I fol(A substitute for Cotton.)
lowed up the trail of the missing one until it
LNBLEAfH ED CANVAS, WITn RED STRIPE,
reached the river, beyond which point I could
discover no traces whatever. From the amount i
of blood which marked the trail, together
Of various descriptions.
with the unmistakable evidence that he had
ALL neon A O Nos. 1 TOC.
picked his way with difficulty, I was lead to
believe that he was mortally wounded, and in
ALSO ON HAND
order to prevent his body from falling into the l
BOLT ROPE
hands of bis foe, had groped his way to the
river, and thrown himself into the current
For sale by
which had borne him away.
The Indians had killed my cow, and that you
LE MESURIEB & CIIAMPION,
may be assured was no trifling loss; yet in my
SI. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
gratitude, for my escajM* from the merciless savages, I would have Imen entirely willing t
EJT“S ample* on baud, and orders taken by
,
J T. PATTEN k CO.,
make much greater sacrifices. I was provided
Oct. 11—6in
Front Street, Dath.
(by means of ammunition taken from the slain
Indians )iu case of a second attack, hut this fortunately proved to be my last advantnre with
the savages. Not one of the band had escaped
to tell the tale, and incite his brethren to re- I
15,000 Acres of Land—supposed to convenge the death of his comrades.
44
tain, oti an at er&ge.about live thousand of stumAh !** exclamed the old man, while the tears
page to an acre, of spruce, heraloc anti pine, besides
gushed from his eyes at tin* memory of that
much hard wood, and a go d growth ot young,thrif•v juniper—a pond or lake, near the centre, o about
eventful night, “that was a glorious shot—the
1000 oc»es. with a good waterpower at it* outlet.—
best I ever made.”
This pond flow*, by the present dam, about 1000 acres
The hero of this adventure lived to see the
of meadow, which can be put into grass, to great adrude wilderness where he had
vantage, by withdrawing tin* flow age.
pitched his loneThe Mill i* but a short di*tauce from tide water,
ly cabin, transformed into smiling fields, and
where the Lumber is loaded.
peopled by hardy and enterprising pale faces,
This property by mortgage fell into the hands of
among whom bis last days were passed in peace
Hie present owners, who reside at a distance, and the
and plenty, undisturbed by his old time foes.
land will lie sold at an immense bargain to anv one
who ha* the faculty and inclination to manage It.
For further information applv to <'ol. J L. LawLEVI BA KILL IT k CO.,
rence, or to
Milk Houte for Sale.
decl6dlaw8w
No. 2 Long Wharf, Boston.
at this office, or No. 92

CORDAGE, 4C.,

Land in

Franklin, Me.

VBOUT

inquiry
can

WOOOMA*, TKI'E
Importer*and Whole*,!*

Foreign

A

CO.,

Dealer*in

and Domestic

Dry Goods,

MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OF CLOTHING,
No*. 54 and 50 Middle Street, Portlnnd.
Geo. W. Woodman,
Alfred Woodman,
Beth B. Horsey,
Charles Bailey.
wtf
aug20dflt

THE

WANT E b7
subscriber, having had considerable experi-

connection with manufacturing, hut
without capital, withes to make arrangements w ith
some person having m
>ans,|f» operate a mill—either
cottou or woolen—and share the profits
Can give
beat of reference as to character and ability.
Please address B WOODWARD, Box 117, South
1
Berwick, Maine.
decl8 eod2ra
ence

in

MARINE
Kailwii)

C hains anti Track Irons..

HF. undersigned ha* been
appointed Agent for
*
the *.tle of Marine
Railway and other Chains,
in the Lnited State* and British North
America.manufactured by Henry Wood & Co., of
Liverpool,
Creat Britaiu. aud i* now
to
receive
orders
prepaid
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and waranted to fit.
I hose chain* an* made of an iron
cu
suited to this purpose, which,
by actual test,
shows its average breaking strain to be 86 tons
per
inch of sectional area
Parties wishing good and reliable chains will do well to examine those in actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes and the Bolts to match; also
Spike* of all kinds, Screw Bolts, Lag Serew*.and
kind* of forgiug done to order, and o£
quality and
quantity to stilt: also, all kinds of sliipg’ Chain Cable*, at lowest rates.
Mr. C. feels confident he can supply the above articles on a- favorable terms a* can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I. CRANDALL,

f|1

Marly

ali

v

jan10 82 dlawly*

Sub-marine Engineer,
New Bedford. Mas*.

WI\E.

j

KOR

PHYSICIANS'

Grape,

UPK.

I I,

'""Vi

Augusta for Bath. Portland and Boston,at 10.45 A.
W**«ii*wick with the Androscoggin
U''vi“,°'1' Livermore Fall,. Wilton and

FnrinlT'Jtmi

fXwS« i." fS-

t!iu

iv.ery

iam

This celebrated Female Medicine,
virtues unknown of any-

\

Jditftrent

3]

,,

references
physician

13]

promptly

1*00It

I

taut

j

Is

Runpowder.
'aim d at U c fin
2!»c P !b 6c. nrcv 20c 6c
lh
ond
20 pc ad ral.
p
Blasting.0419 6
Rifle and 8porting 5) g 7
Hay.
Press*'d p net T.S14 a 18
Loose.16 '#£16
VIidea and flic in a.
Duty 10 Pc ad vaJ.
B A. Hide*.30 ® 31
We-tem.21 <e 22
6Vo.’74c
Slaughter llid#*«
CalfSkins .11 a 13
>,it

value

Calcutta

Cow—

discovery, which

by addressing

a

note of

to

success,

You

a

1

|

j

1

I

i light,
I

was

removed: I could bear the

keep

a

last

-Q.

myself.

HENSON,
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
ty*Numerou« certificates of a similar character
might be furnishedP. 8.

lar

:

Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuwith all kiudred diseases. It is pa;<sed into i
the ear by a small glass tube, w hich, together with

H. II. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
Agents.
MRS. M.G. BROWN, Proprietor,
novl3 d6m
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

pathizer.
Agents

dressing

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
of the "Andemou Spring Bed Bottoms" for the
last three weeks, and must say it tar surpasses anything 1 had anticipated. Mv wife, w ho is feeble, ha*
had no good rest for six months till occupying one of
those bed*. She would not part w ith it on any account.
Uxv. John allkn.

patient*

erysipelas,

5F“Dr. Boynton, having ftill instruction IVou Dr.
Colton for generating and cvhni'istrriug the Xi*
trous Oxide, or Exhileraiing (las, is now
ready to
administer this t.as to those who mar wish to inhale
it for the cure of Neuralgia, Diseased Lung*, Ac.
novtt
d&w6m7

)

JAMES P. SLELPEK,
j
!

Dyo!

House. Winthrop.
House, Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Rrvere House, Vassalboro.
I I allowell House. Hallow ell.

Winthrop

Elmwood

(

liina House. < Ttiua.

Franklin House, Augusta.

be supplied at wholesale prices by adI
I

Cushooc House, Augusta.
Abbott’s School, Farmington
Eaton Boy*’ Boardiug School,

•

Kent’* Hill.
jullTdftwfian

j

Congrru Street, k<*pa

cob-

all the various kind* of

AND

Now

improve their sleepiugapartments.
AI STAPLES.
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta. April 16,1902.

UNDERTAKER

Exrhangp Street, Portland,

COFFINS

desire to

years ot

*o. Ill

mr of 411
on hand

fully up

Testimonial* similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the following public
housesPenobsot Exchange. Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
bkowhegan House. Skowhegaa.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.

FI KNI SUING

stantly

bought of you ftill v merit* my
to > our high recommencheerfully recommend it to all who

returning

Oct. 23dfcwtf.

Boynton’* operation* and cure* on these dell
organ# I a*e been most successful. aud many o
them of a remarkable character. Dr. B having teat
ed the advantages of Electricity for the past fifteen
in Philadelphia
year*, upon thou.-aud* of
and other cities of the United State*, i* prepared to
tree! all disease* of whatever nature with utiriealled
success
The following are among the disease* a hich
Dr. B. ha* been eminently successful in treating:
Catarrh. consumption, chronic catarrh, disc ami of
the throat, ulceration, asthma, bronchitis, disease* of
the lung* in all their form*, gravel In all it* form*,
disease* of urinary organ*, diabetes, incontinence of
the urine, dropsy, blindness, amatirosis, cataract,
scrofulous-ophthalmia. ulcer* of long standing, mercurial sores, tumor*, scrofula in all it* form*, cancer,
disease* of the skin, canker, piles, hemorrhoid*. liver complaint, dvspepsia. disease* of the
kidneys, stone. Ac all spinal diseases, curvature*,
hip diseases, sciatica, ueuralgia. rheumatism iu all it*
form*, deafness, muscular, contiaction. white swell,
iug*. all uterine weaknesses. leucorrhua. fluor albus,
whites, fit*. To the above might be added a long list
of disease* w hich Dr. B. has treated with raual *ucce*s.
AU FEMALE
OMFLAIXTS treated with
success, care and strict attention.
D B. has tnanv testimonials of important recoveries under his treatment, which can be seen
by calling
on him at hi* rooms
cate

The Bed Bottom I

Having tested the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.”
1 can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; amt 1 believe it to be superior to
anv thing of the kind now iu use.
Rev. E. HAWES.
Waterville. April 12,1M8.

He.

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR.

Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.
ami is
expectations,
datlous. 1 would

Portland,

Dr

pleasure

one

AUD OFFICE

W’here he will treat all classes of Disease*
^m*
b> application of Electricity aud the most
cytJ ^ approved remedies.

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
"Audervon Spring: Bed Bottom/* 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do moat cheerftillv recommend them to the pnblic.
Da. N. R BOLTELL.
Waterville, May. 1861.

eodlv

JOHN M. TODD, Portland,Me.

KKSIPKKI

!fo. 369 C ongre** Street,

[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.)
Having used Anderson* Spring Bed Bottom. 1 can
cheerfully recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT M MOKK1LL.
Augusta. Aug. 6. 1*62.

alter trying, does not like it. 1 will reftind
the money on
me the bottle with one hall
its contents.
1 do not wish to sell It to any rebel, or rebel symcan

Electropathic Physician and Surgeon.

[From Hon. Josiab H. Drummond.)
T am using the 'Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,' and
1 am very much pleased with it.
JOSIAH II. DKI MMOND.
Portland. July 23,1*62.

coloring Hair in the wrorld 1 say it boldly, and
it. And sav further, that If any one buys my

j Dye, and

DR. n. J. BOVVTOV,

speak

Mr. D. K Frohock has furnished the beds In my
house with the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom/* and
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable
thing
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A. 11 ABBOTT.
Principal of Family School, Little Blue. Farmington.

Syrup

I* the first and only rfmwljr wrr offered to the public for the effectual removal of the A •ear-idea. or rtaWorma. from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two years, ana the
fact that it ia that sap- railing all other worm remedic**. ia the beat teat of ita great merit.
iW It a/hnta llELlF.h in tu*mfp-/bnr bower, and
«»» entire curt ia marrow fed, when taken
according
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
Tfcir Syrup ia alao a moat valuable family cathartic,
to b«* always used when phvaic ia required,
rapecmltp
/or children. It corrects the secretions. give* ton*
to the atomach and bowela. assisting nature in her
effort* to restore health. It ia purely qf I'rpttabU
Extract a, ami ahrapa $*%/t and rtliahlt
.Sold in New York by Hall 4 Ri < hbi .21« «.reenwich street; in Boston by Gio. C. (iihidwix 4 Co.,
12 Marahall street, and other Wholesale Druggist*.
Sold in Portland by U. U. HAY and all the princideed 8m
pal Druggists.

ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated "Anderson Spring lh-d Bottom" to our sleeping
apartment*. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all othcre we have ever
■said. Our guest*
of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
W. D. McLAl t.HLIN ft SON.
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12.1863.

mean

Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores iu this city. Pur e 25 cents j*kr Bottle.
Tubes 6 Cents.
the

|

Boat
For

FVcdiock,

spring

to ensure an answer.

Twenty Years'experience, and
VITER
experiment, I have at last found the

KL.

TESTIMONIALS :

Gray Beards, Attend!
j

granted October, 1802.

Commercial House Portland. June Iff. 18»>2.
Having introduced the “Anderson spring Bed Bottom’’ into
my house, alter trial, I pronounce it to be
an
easy aud nealtby bed. I am using several kinds
of
bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
ftilly equal if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS. Pronrietor.

“fraction of it" may be obtained for ttie

Boston, Jan. 1. 1868.

Noise in the

ralgia,

Ojftct 31 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

adapted

No. *21 Eudicott Street, Roston.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dol-

Poor Riclinrtl’t Eye mill Fur Watrr

truly a Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and DisEyes, I)ira Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness,

DR. E. G. GOITER'S

Fin-'W’orm

I'nder I’nited Slate. Hotel, Portland,

suppressions,

ereign specific in her case, giving her almost instant
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit tfiat 1 have
personally received, 1 cannot but commend the prep-

Is

1

with

rillilS desirable mechanical arrangement has now
X been iu use a sufficient length of time to she w
that it gives entire sa’isfkction and actually i* the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step iu ad\ ance of all others in
the Spring Hrd department, embracing a little more
of their ex cel reucies, aud yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into ptace with great facilito the invalid, the aged and old.
ty. It is
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted
strong and durable, aud not liable to get out of order.

a

out it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
say, further, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eve-, and
she has found Poor Richard's Eve Water a sov-

eased

provided

1

GENERAL At.ENT

MrdicnJ »r Surgical adviser, to call at hi# Rooms,No.
21 Eudicott sheet, Bostou, 51 ass
which they will
hud arranged tor their special accommodation!
Du. DIX having devoted over twenty v ears to this
pa ticular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to lenia’K, it i# now conceded by all (both, in
this country and in Europe) that lie excels all other
known practitioners in the sate, speedy and effectual
treatment ot all female complaints.
His medicine* are prepared w ith the express purpose of removing all disea-es, such a# debility, weakness. unnatural
enlargement# of the
womb, also, all discharges which flow from a morbid
state of the blood,
rhe Doctor is now fully prepared
to treat in his peculiar style, both medically ana surgically. all diseases of the female sex, and* they ure
respectfully invited to call at

iny eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, 1 give it a
dose, and that isau end of it. 1 would not be with-

j

Falls.

roll THE WEARY.

Patent

LADIES. Tbe eelebrated DM. L.
fjnom
1
DIX particularly invites all ladies who need

strongest

enjoyment of a new life.
bottle of it always in the house, and if

aration to all who have been sufferers like

Niagara

ANDERSON’S

IGNORAM EOF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKERS.
Through the'iguoranee of the Quack Doctor,knowiug no other remedy, he relies upon Mercury, and
gives it to all hi-patients iu pills, chops, Ac., so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignoraut, adds to his socalled Extiact*, Specific, Antidote, Ac both reiv ing
upou it* effects iu curing a tew in a hundred, it i*
trumpeted in various ways throughout the land: but
alas! nothing I* said of the balance: some of whom
die, other* grow worse, and are left to huger and suffer for months or years, until relieved or cuied, if
possible, by com [intent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.* ;
Notwithstandiug trie foregoing fact# are known to
ionic quark doctors and* nostrum makers,vet. regardless of the life and tieaitli of others, tliere are thorn*
among them who will even perjure themselves, contradicting giving mercury to their patient**, or that it
is contained in their Nostrum#, so that the “usual
h*e" may be obtained for professedly curing, or “the
or

•

Portland.
Jail— dAwtfS

fV^Send stamp frr Circular.

SPRING BED BOTTOM! \

the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Expres- to all parts of
the I'uited States.
All letters requiring advice must contain ouc dollar
to insure an answer.
Address Dr. I-. Dix, No. 21 Eudicott street,Boston,
M aa#.
Boston. Jan. 1, 18f«3.
ly

and w’ent forth to the

now

cn'red

All correspondence strictly eeaitrfenrm! and will
returned ‘.f desired. Address
on. j. b. hvc.lira,
No. i Temple Street. I cor* or of Middlhh

dawtf

ERST

further their imposition, copy from Medical bookmuch that is written of the qualities aud effects of
different herb* and plants, and asciihe all the same
to their Pill*, Extracts, Specifics, Ac
most of which,
if not all, contain Mercury. because of the ancient
beliet of its “curing everything," hut now known
to “kill more Ilian I* cured," and those not killed,
constitutionally injured tor life.

dollar"

resort,of haviug the hall taken out of Its socket, in
the hope of thus finding relief.
In the meantime, most providentially. I noticed
I one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD’S EYEWATER. 1 bad never heard of it be| fore, but determined to trv it, and did, with the most
j
delightful results. In a very few days the painful
irritation

and

June 23.

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
[ who know little of the nature and character of SpecJ ial diseases, and Kt*e as to their cure. Some exhibit
forged diploma- of Institutions or Colleges, which
never existed iu any part of the world; others exhibit diplomas of the dead. Imw obtained, ut known;
not only assuming and advertising in nam«**of those
I inserted
in the diplomas, hut to further their
imposition a-surne names of other iuo*t celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by
QUACK NOSTRUM MAKERS,
through false certificate* and references, and recommendation* of their medicines by th* dead, who canI not
expose or contradict them ; or w ho. be-idr*. to

Mr. II.

as

cau save

office.

DR

At FLITTED AND UNFORTUNATE!
i be not nibbl'd ami add to your sufferings in being deceived by th«* lying boasts, misrepresentations, false
promise- and pieteusioiis of

Oct. 17. 1862.

and I entertained the purpose,

constitutionally

W. U. LITTLE. Aom.

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.

Nostrum. It is thus that many are deceiv ed also.and
injuries received in my right eve, when a
uselessly spend large amounts for expeiimonts with
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in ; quackery.
consequence or which I suffered constant martyr- ;
DU. L DIX’S
dom.
Every moment of my waking life we* einbit- j charms are very moderate. Communications sateied, and 1 was frequently unable to sleep at night.
oredly confidential, »“<1 all may rely on him with the
strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may be
A variety of remedies had been resorted to without

Rle

UyTickets sold in Port laud at lowest Boston rate

|

is most wonder-

inquiry

I>ELl*li 1A

PRIVATK

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

This road is broad ouaok and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

From

..

Slaughtered... 190@2If Granulated.14?«15|
Green Salt
..186£20<J Powdered.14fal5j
Sheep Pelt*, Gr'n.95® $1 j Tallow.
Sheep Bolt*, Dry 75^1 W fhsty: Tallow 1 pc, Soap

rare

Ptl IL A

Duty Melado%i,notblbooc

So. 12 2Jc, above So. 12
and not aboveJb 3c.afmre
No. 16 anti not above 20
8tc, abffve No. 20 and refined 4c V lb.
Portland A. 9r 3}
do.
A A.10J-a
do.
Yellow.
.none.
F.xtra Yellow.
none.
Muscovado. KUciU
do.
in bond.6? a 9
Ha\ana I’.rmvn .10&a12?
do.
White
12l.Jl8(
New Orleans. 11 <513?
Crushed
141 1

and

operations, putting to blush the old systems
of treatment, which have quite a* often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. 1*. S.
Henson, Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,
Philadelphia. If any one has doubts as to the value
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical

..

I

a new

Via

L. DIX1
to Pro lessors and respectable Physicians—many of whom consult him iu critical ease*,
because of his acknow ledger! skill aud reputation, attained through so long experience, practice aud obI servation.

Poor Itirliard's Ej<» and Ear Water
ful in its

COXSl'LTATIONS.—Dr. Hughe* bu
for a number of year, coo fiord hi. .motion to
diseases of a certain cine.
During hi. practice he
ha. treated thmunnd. of aun, and in no instance
ha. he met with a failure
The remedie* are mild,
and there is no interruption of butdueee or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughe* ia in couatant attendance Item S
in the morning until 10 at
night, at hi. office, 6 Temitreet. charge, moderate, and a cure
guaranteed
ail ca«*. Separate room*, so that uo one will be
men but the Dr. himself.
Hi. remedie* cure itirra.e
when all other remedies fail: cure, without
dieting
or restriction in the habits of the
patient: cure, without the dt.gnrting aud sickening effect, ef most other
cure,
remedies;
new came in a few hour.; cure, without the dreat]tirI consequent effect, ef mercurr, bnt
is sure to annihilate the rank and
poisonous taint
that the blood is wire to abeorb. unless the
prober
remedy I. used The ingredient, are entirely vegetable. and no iujurtou* effect, either
or
can
be
c.used
locally,
by using them
TOtTKO MKJi. who are troakled wtth seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in th*
bead, forgetfulness, sometime* a ringing in the earn.
Weak eye*, eto.. terminating in
consumption or in** ne*l'‘c,'*i, *” *l*«d*l7 and
permanently

proudly refers

!

diteat) in
Skill, Honor and

BY THE

ERIE

large cities,

to health and comfort than the Eye and

Infirmary.

(teltenry.

Chicago. Cincinnati. Cleveland. Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New' Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR XORTII WEST,

To avoid aud escape Imposition of Foreign and Native Quacks, more numerous iu Boston than other

impor-

Ear. and yet none are less understood or more neglected. They seem to pass even common observation,
and yet every pnrt of the body is dependent up n
them for life and health.

Drop.fl<Wa
11‘tg

jail)

are more

B.—LA DIES desiring may consult one of their
sex.
A lady of experience in constant attend.
julldawtra

Ettakliihrd for Ike treatment of tkone
both text), requiring Experience,

To

Hotel Proprietors. Ac., that In is touch recommended, and particularly to

|

Middle, Portland.

of

DR. Hl'OHES'

TICKET^

mm THROUGH

1>R. IILUHES.

corner

Eclectic .Hedical

C. J. HRYDfiES, Managing Director.
Montreal. August 1. 1S62.
affdtf

engaged in treatment of Special disease*, a fact so
well known to mauv Citi/ons.Publishers, Merchants,

WATER !

Organs of the human system

V'O

own

summer.

SIXTEEN YEARS

ltl< IIAKtD’tt

EYE dr EAR

N.

FROM

18 THE ONLY RKOtTLA R ORA DT ATR PHYSICIAN AD*
VKRT18I»0 IX BOSTON.

!

by addrewing
No. 5 Temple 8treet,

Norrmbtr 1M, Ib.3, to M»y l«t, lSfig. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No lire wood will be conveyed between October 1st,
1802. and May 1st. 1888.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to Ik* matte, the Company will not be able
to take lire wood from certain placet on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for tire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that tney will do soat their own
ri«k. aud that the Company will not feel theinsehes
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
fr««m what stations tire wood can be carried next

DR. DIX

:

pr.Mluciiig

Phillip*.

boldly asserts (and it cannot he contradicted.exsept
by Quacks, who will say or do anything, urn perjure
themselves, to impose upon patient*} that he

1

Pf

Notice to Wood and Lumber Tier*
chants.

is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other
Recollect, the only entrance to his Office is
No. 21. iiaviug no connection with his residenee.eonsequentlv no family interruption, so that on no account can any person In state applying at his office.

especial

Eclectic Renovating Medicine* are u n rivalefficacy and anperior virtue in regulating all
rctnale Irrcgularitie*.
Their action i* M^iflc iud
certain of
relief in a abort time.
LAUlu will rind it invaluable in all caae* of obstruction* after all other remed»e* have been tried ia
vain
It i* purely vegetable,
containing nothing la
the least iujuriou* to the health, and
may he taken
with perfect safety at all time*.
Sent to any part of the
country with ftill direction*,
led in

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

L.

Infirmary.

Rwho
AJf need a medical advis*, to call at bit room*. No.
6 Temple Street, which
will flud arranged for
they
their
accommodation.

Passenger* lor this route will take the car* at the
Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depot*, in Portland.
8. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Farmington May 5, 1**52.
jum-23dtf

DIN’S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
21 Kndicott street, Boston,Mam,,
DR

Drus and

TO THE LADIES.
HUGIUU particularly invite* all Ladle*

ARRANGEMENT.

Portland,

Their efft et- and consequences;

possessing

Eclectic Ylcdical

RAILROAD.

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursand Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Peru
Dixficld; returning opposite dav*.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixficld, Dixficld,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays;
returning opposite day*.
Stage leavea Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfieln, on Wednesday* and Saturday*. returning on 3londays and Frida vs.
Stage. leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon

SPECIAL All.M »■ NTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial A fleet io
Eruptions and all Diseases of
the Skin : Ulcers of the Nose, hr oat and Body ; Pimples on the Face; Swellings of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses
layouth,
aud the more advanced at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR 3IAKRIED.

a

VW~ State A sent for DAVIS ft HDD’S KAGeodfcwtoctl

day*

"will

usually kept la

METO-ELECTltlC MACHINES.

and

physician,

FOB FEMALES.

KEROSEXE OIL, LARD OIL.

STAGE CONNECTION!.

and

OILS,
DYE-STUFFS,

And ,11 other articles
1 sint estshlishmeut.

On and after 3Ionday. Mav 5. 18fi2,
will leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 P. 31
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. 31.
Leave Lewiston for Batli aud Portland via Brunswick at 11 45 A. 31.
Freight traius daily between Portland and Lewiston.

w
be forfeited by dr. l,
" \
*
DIX if failing to cure in less time than
other
more effectually and jiermaany
nently, with less res’ raint from occupation or fear of
to
all
weather, with sate and pleasaut medexposure
icines,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

Remedy

AND

O—P

WE REF ER TO

*PAINTS,

VARNISHES,

°:»L^Mitraiii*

j
|

DR. MATTISOX'S INDIAN EM MEN AGOG CE.

..

«•»

BUMMER

few well known gentlemeu and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
lieu. Winfield Scott,USA. I Dr Wilson, 11th st.,NY.
(iov Morgan, N.Y .State, j Dr Ward. Newark, N.J.
Dr. J.R.Chilton.N.Y.City. Dr. Dougherty, Newark,
Dr. Parker. N.Y. Citv.
N.J
I
Drs.Darcylt NicholI.S'cw- Dr. Marcy, New York.
Dr. Cummings,Portland.
ark, N.J.
Dr. Haves. Boston.
CVNone genuine without the signature of "ALFRED SPF.F1R. Passaic. N. J..” is over the cork of
each bottle.
tjr 'tAKE OXF TRIAL OF THIS WIXF.
r or sale by Druggists and nil first Has- dealers.
City and town Ageuts supplied by the State Commissioners.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Vi xey a no-Passaic. New Jersey.
OrriCK—208 Broadwav. New York.
JOHN LA FOY, Paris,
Agent for France and Germany.
Sold in Portland by H. II. HA Y,Druggist,
dec22 uly
ing Agent.

*^8.Jx

Portl*nd al 6 35 »nd #15 A. M. and

ANDROS! OLEIN

a

10*o<m1 & vvGni20

f°r

Stag** connect at Saecarappa dailv for South Windham, Windham Centre and Great Fall*.
At Gorham, for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep
Fall*. Baldwin, Hiram. Limington, Brownfield.
Fryoburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgtou,
Ac Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis. Limerick.
Ncwficid. Parsonsfield, Effingham.* reedoro.
Oaaipee,
Madison, Eaton, Limington, Cornish, Porter, Ac.
nor 13
DAN CARPENTER, Sup’t.

digestive

(Copyright secured.]

2}

AND FANCY GOODS.
APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, ft.

attached.

car*

Supply-

—

,r,j

by

as no

complexion.

Morphine
vm 60c

3j

Hospitals,

V<,r

Pure Drags,

IHL1SI, FRIACH AN AlltlCAR PIRFlIIlf,

A. M.. and
The 2.00 V. M train out, and th« 9.15 A M train
Into Portland, will be freight train, with
paMt-nter
*

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as It
contains no mixture of spirits or other liquors, and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
properties, imparting a healthy tone to the
organs, mi aJdooming, soft and healthy skin and

Odlc, W'row7Af2c,
Assorted 3c p> ib.

—

European

30*l" M

Chemicals,

genuine medicines,

*«»«•*»d»
oi.CBVS?°,?l!"iforSaco
2.1*» and 5.15 P. M.

SPEER S WINE
Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from the iuiceof the Portugal Sambuci grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by de mists and
physicians possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines in use. and an excellent article for
all weak anti debilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefiting ladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE,

Ligunrice.

**

3

and Rheumatic A flections.

Verdigris,

|

season, snouiu use me

equal, causing an appetite and building up
system, being entirely a pure wine of a most valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of the (Hands, Kidneys,
and Urinary Organ's, very beueficiaJ in Dropsy,(.out
It
the

j

Alcohol.l'«h 1 HI Boiled.1 4o« 1 42
Fluid.1 15 e l 25 Lard Oil.1 00a 1 06
( amphene.29062 95 Olive Oil.175a 1 *0
Saltpetre.11 m23 Castor Oil.2 20a2 25
Vitriol.14 cal6 Xeatsfoot Oil... lloal 15
Dtruood*.
Oniona
I hi fy
Free.
4* bbl.$3 37 d 3 50
Bar wood.
4> bu»h.1 3>*a 1 40
Brazil Wood.13 a
('as wood.4t« 4J Jii.tu in. Irt.it,
a
Cuba.
(>/• ground in oil and Uni
Fuatic,
44
Savanvilla.2 a21
Lead *2 4<» p 100 lb.-.
llyperoic.4f<*, l
Litharge 21c, Oxide >J
Zinc 2}C p lb, Prussian
Logwood,
<
Illue, vermilion, ('hrnme
‘arapeachy.21 621
St. rtoniiiigo.2a
Yellow, Venetian Bed'LL,
Extract Logwood.13 ul4
Brown dry 20,
Spanish
\ir
Mi..m!
in oil 3ti pc ad ra/.. YelTeach
.3]io 41 low and other OchresBQc
He'd
8Ja 3] p 11H» lb*. Paris White
dru GOc, in nil £1 go,
.2 «
Sapan
II hit u ,j ,',i <■ p ]<■■ }».quercitron Hark. 2j« 2J
Red Sandora.3 (ft 6 P’tPd Lead, in oil.SI 1 * a
l>ucl«.
Lewi* Lt ad, "
Ilya 12
Ronton Lead,
llu 11*
Duty 30 4>c <ul ral.
Raven*. .60o@2
French Zinc,
10a 10J
Amcr. Zinc, "
8 u8»
Portland, No. 3..85 a
V
No. 10. .67 ft
Rochelle Yellow. .3 a 31
Navv, S'r. No. 3. 1*4
Eng. Ven. lied... .3 a,
No. 10. 60
Litharge. 11 a
Tent Dnck,
Red L« a«l.llai
U. S. 10 oa.66 @
I'lantcr.
"
12 oa.66 (ft
Duty Free.
Frnther*.
Per ton Soft_2 26% 2 60
Hard.2Mka225
Duty <*> pc ad rat.
Live (»«*w p lb .60 @66 Uround.... .60O«»;26
Russia.25 a,
I'roriaiaiu.
Fi-h.
Duty: Beef and Pork lc.
Duty For 10»» Ik* foreign Lard, Bacon and Hams
caught
Herring 8 1. % But t, mul ( hi
4o
Mackerel 92. Salmon 83; Flt’go Me** Reel.^12 ,al4
and all other tackled in Portland do.
13
12yu
bbls. 81 5ft P bbl., other- P’tPd ext. do.
..14 a 14}
trise 60c p ctct. From Pork, extra clear lit «20
nets
Prod
Pork, clear. 18 a 19
free.
Cod large p qut..S4La4j Pork, me**. Id a 10*
14 «14 t
final).8j n 3* Pork, extra do
Pollock.2I n 2* Pork. Prime. 13 a
1 Ex Prime.14 a lit
Haddock,.1
Hake..1 55 « 1 7;i Round Hog*. dj a
Horring.Shorcpbl.4 7« 4$ Ham*.8 a 9c
none
do. Labrador
Cit\ Smok'd Ham* 1*}a 10
do. Scaled pbx.9fc£86c
Produce.
do. No. 1
20«25 Reef p <ju'r p lb 6 (S' 7$
Mackerel p bbl.,
17 a 19
Egg*, p do*.
Ra\ No. L... 81o;«ll lYtatoe*. phhl.F 1 *'.2 u 1 76
7 a, 8 Chicken*.10m 12
Ray No. 2
Ray No. 3.0l« 6 Lamb .8 «10
.lol-w 11 Turkic*. 12 a 14
Shore No. 1
2.7] ft 7? (ieeat.9 a 10
do. (medium).. .4j ft 4^ Veal. none.
do. (small).8a,
Pickle*, p bbl. ...?7}.% 8$
R ire.
Fruil.
Duty: lemons. Oranges. Duty: (leaned l*c, PadManana and Plantain*
dy io p lb.
2ft pc ad ral., Almonds Rice p tb.7J
4c, and Shelled do. 6c 4*
Rum,
th. Xuts and fJatrs 2c Portland dintilled 65 @68c
p Ih, t'urrants, Fig*. Sale rulMB.
Plum*, Prunes and Mai- Saleratu» p lb.6*® 7c
sins 5c p lb. (\tron do
Salt.
pc ail vaf.
Duty In bulk 18c, and in
Almond*—.Iordan p !t>.
bags 24c p 100 tt»*.
Soft Shell.2*» a,2ic furk'* I*., p l»hd.
Shelled.25 a 3ft
(8 bu*.).f2 8008 26
Currauta.15 ft 16 Liverpool.2 76«3 00
Citron.42 a46 1 adiz.none
Pea Nut*.82j-%2J ^ack* Salt. none.
none.
tir’d Rutter Salt 22 %
Fig*, common.
New Eleme.ISoci 22
Starch.
I>eraon«, p box .62 « 3 Duty 20 pc ad val.
Oranges— Messina... 3 00 Pear!.
7$
Raifiu*,
d |
Rlne pca*k.16$@16
Shot-p 100 lb* S9r u 10
Rlack .8* ol<t
Hunch p box .375 a.3 87J Ruck.
Laver.887,0/4**1
Soa p.
Date*..7 « 9c Duty 36 pc ad ral.
Prune*.8}<ftl0$ Loathe A Dor©'*, TrowFlour—Portland in*n.
bridge & Smith’* ExSuperfine.86 6ft« 6 75 tra No. 1 p lb.
9F% 9?
Fancy.6 75 a ft 87 Family do.8 a 8*
Extra.7 25a 7 5ft No. 1.7 % 8
Family.7 lAd* 25 Eagle No. 1.6 adl
Extra Superior 8 Oftaft ftft Star.6Fa
lrti„171
Western extra* 7 25ft7 75 Canti'e
family. 7 5ft a 8 02 Crane’s.9
superior 7 75ft8 75 Spier*.
\M1IU
*lia
Duty: Oinyrr /?.*>/ be,
famil y. 8 25 a8 76
Cround (linger Sc, Pep*
Canada super No.1 none.
per and /hmento 12c,
St LouisFav Brainl-8? a 10)
('loves 15c, Cassia loo,
Southern III. dodo.8(cr9)
Cassia fiiufs 20c, Civv.iman 26c, Mace and XutlVtaj. sco Family. 11
Rye Flour.4 a, 4* megs 3>»c p lb.
Corn Meal.4] « 4« Cassia p lb.46 'ifA’lc
Buckw’t Fl rptb 3Jc<£4) Cloves.35 «30
IS it in.
Ginger, (Race)-30 &32
'orn and Oats 10c, Ginger. (Africa). .3n «32
Duty
IIye and Harley 15c. and Hac<.S3 a 90
If heat 20c p ku. From Nutmegs.93 a 95
Hr. Provinces free.
Pepper. 27 (323
Rve.Mfcfgl 00 Pimento.23 m25
Oat-.65 £68
Seed*.
South Yel. Corn. .89 (a/92 Duty Linseed 16c
bu.,
Corn. Mixed.88 (a,90
('unary 81 V bu., MusBarley.90® 1 10 tard 3c f> lb.
Short* p ton.
$28 «25 Herds Grass.82? a 3
Fine Feed .‘fT io.iO Western ClovcrJ. Ilea 12
(■ ran ditto lie*.
Red Top.83 a 3j
Li bared. 8 a
Duty Houyh—-free.
Rough, p ton. .$20 a 25 Canary
.3J(a) 4
1) resiled.35 O-40
SutfHr.

mi*

used in
and American
and
of the first families in Europe and America.
AS A TONIC

some

j

!

iy,ai

celebrated in Europe for its medicinal and beneficial
qualities as a gentle Stimulant, Touic, Diuretic, and
Sudoritic, highly esteemed by cmiuent
physicians,

CjovWvwc’vww ^ C¥.\v\wowv^.

of obstructions, from any cause, ami
after all..other remedies of the kind
have bee.i tried in vain.
OVER 2000 BOTTLES have now
Ineu sold without a tingle failure,
when taken as directed, ami w ithout
W the least injury to health in any ise.
r??’~It is put up in bottles oi three
strengths. with full directions for using, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all |»art* ot the country.
PRICKS—Full strength. $10; half strength, $5;
quarter strength, $3 per bottle.
MP REM I'M HER—This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, trhich all other rnnedtes
of the Lind hare failed to cure also that it is warranted as represented in ed ry respect, or the price
trill he refunded.
None genuCV'RE WARE OF IMITA T/OXS
ine and warranted, unless purchased directly of J)r.
M. at his Remedial Institute for Special Diseases,
No 2* Ciiioti street, Providence. It. I.
tV l his Specialty embraces all diseases of a prirate'nature, both of M K> and WOMEN, by a tegularly educated physician of twenty years' practice,
giving tliem his whole attention.
£ V '< onsultations by letter or other wis- are strictly &’njidential,su.%i medicines w ill !*• sent by express.
sccnrcfrom observation, to all parts of the United
{State-. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure arid quiet retreat, with good
care. ui.til restored to heaJtn.
CACTION.—It has been estimated that over tiro
hundred thousand dollars an* \ aid to swindling
quack- annually, in New England alone, without.rn^
henejtt to those who pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, cliaiacter aid -k. 11. aid whose only
recommendation is their own false m.d extrav agant
assertions, in praise of themselves. If, therefore,
you would avoia bring humbugged, take no man's
""id. no matter what his pret-usions are, but
M AK F. IVIR Y
it will cost yon nothing, and
may save you many regrets; tor. as advertising ph
sicians, in nine cases ou. of ten, are bogus, there it
no safety in tru-tingon# of them, uules* you know
who ami irhat they are.
IV I )b. M. will send free, bv enclosing ore
stamp a- above, a pamphlet on DISEASES nf WOMEN. and on Private 1 titrates generally, giving full
information, with the most undoubted
and
testimonials, without which no advertising
or medicine of this kind is
deserving of AS Y COXFII) P X ('E II HA TP VER.
attended to. Write
£ ^“Orders by mail
you add re.-- plainly, and ulreoft to DR MATTlsr iN,
as above.
deed daw ly 3o

Fine

*nd after Monday. November 10.
will leave as follows, until further

SAMBUCI WINE,

ZYLOBALSAMUM ?

L’» '< -•
Opium.99ka9i
i Rtaulturb.2IXla2i‘> Linseed.#1 36(2,139

-DKALKB IV-

rains

(g

thing else of the kind, and proving
effectual aft. all others have failed,
is designed for both married and sinale ladies, and is the very best thing
known for the purpose, as it wifi
bring on the monthly sickness in cases

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE 8TSs+

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

|
g

The Great Indian

!

Vork A Cumberland Kailroud.

.....

dec

H A

tl:UC“‘":erCti''K at

Leave Portland for Bath and
Augusta at 1.00P. M..
Connecting with the
Atidnwcoggni train* at Brunswick for Lewiston, Livermore
inmgton; and at Augmna with the Somerset A Kennel.ee Railroad for V
asHulboro’, Waterville Kendalls Mills and Skowhegau; and at
with the Penobseot A Kennebec Railroad for
Burn
ham. Pittsfield. Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations
on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, aud 8ormr«*>
A Kennebec Roads
For Bangor aud .Stations on the Penobscot A
Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall's Mills.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Stage* leave Bath daily at 3.00 P. M., for Wisca*.
ect, Damariscotta, Waldo boro', Warren, Rockland
aud Thoinaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland
B H CUSHMAN.
Manager aud Superintendent.
Augusta, Xov. 15, 18*52.
novl8

l'ig.9\cl

SagoX^c, Epsom
Liquortce Root, Iii-('arb.

H.

On and after Wednesday, Nor. l»th.
1802, passenger trains will leave as toll

For Females. Weaklu Persons and Invalids

|

3)
.14]',®
Hemp.lttj®17

H

WINTE It A K It A NO EM EN r.

Country.10J®I1

j
J

medicat!

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND H. R.

PUB*', AND FOUR YEARS OLD,

**

SAIL CLOTH.

KAIIBITI

Of Choice O porto

Ihity 80 pc ad cal.
New York, light. 29 (o.31c
.11 (®12
do. ind. wta .31 <a82
do. heavy.31 to 32
I
.do. slaughter. .33 itt.87
Coni—(Retail.)
Duty From Hr. Provinc- Amor. < all-kin* .80 (a 90
es free, other foreign Hi- 81’ter Wax Leath.19
20
brad.
tumetious £1 10, another kind* We p ton.
buty Rig 1 jc p tb.
Am. rig p 100 th.$9*
Cnmberrd 4> ton f 10@
10
Whiteash.10®
Foreign
10
Sheet
ami Pipe.. 11
Lehigh.10®
vftlll
biuir.
Franklin. 10®
Codec.
buty 10 pc ad cat.
Rockland, cask
75 (<£S0c
Imty 6c 4> lb.
!
l..
Java 4» lb.35 ®86c
St. l>omingo.30 «31 < lear Tine. Vto 1 M
do.
Rio .82 (® 33
No.2 lJA nj
do.
No. 3. 24
Mocha.None.
do.
No. 4. 14 i'u)
Cordncr.
Duty Tarred 2\c, Manil- Shipping Lumber.17 a 18
AND
la 21, allother
p lb. Spruce.11
12
16 Hemlock
American 1* lb
.8 a in
Box
RitMKia
.sh’k»,(eai»h) 45 ^58c
Manilla.lofalG Clapb'ds, JS ext $14 ul>i !
do.
!»•'.. 30 («32
Boltrope, Ruw»ia. l«f®17
Manilla.
do.
Shingles, Cod. ext 2A<« 3
do.
No. 1.2 a 2| j
Crane nl.
do. ext. l*iue.3J a 4
Rev C. A BUCK BEE.
p bbl.814<Vgl45
Latin*. Spruce..
1 2ua 1 25
A**ij ant Treautr.r Am riran Bible Union, .V. Y.
Druxa nml Dycn.
Ci'y.
I
do. l’iue.125a. 2isj !
writes:
t> lb—Oi/ i'innaI very cheerfully add my testimony to
Duty
Bed dak Staves 80 «35
that of numerous friends to the great va’ue of Mr*.
Otto of Hose $1 50, Oil Mol. IIhd. Shooks
S. A Allen s World * llalr Restorer and
Zylobalsai
m in
Itcrgamot, Cassia and k Heads .city. .275® 2 87 ;
R^v \VM CUTTER. N Y
Clares #1, Hydriodatc Sugar do. city.. 2 75®2 *7
j
City:
My hair is changed
do. do. c’trv.l 25a 1 50
Potash "Jtc, Cant heir ides.
to Its n ttural color, and
growing on bald spot.”
Rev J. H C IRNELL, N Y.
!
Mastic, Ipecac.Rhubarb, «• reen < o ’y sa'd 1 100 a 1 20
City: “I procured it
!
for a relative.
Cardamons, Oil Lemon, Country Biff Mol.
Thu fai.iig of the hair stopp 'd, and
H lid. Shooks.. 135(2 150
Anise and Orange, Jorestored it from being grey to its natural and ;eau*
di ne 60c, Tolu a no (Yurie Slash.12& a 150
tiful color.”
('atnphordOc, Refined do. *I«>oi)s.$28 rgdO | Rev. J WES T. Brooklyn. L I
“I will testify to
their vain* in the m '*t liberal sense. They h*\ »
4'^c. Tartaric Acid 20c, liaekmetack Timf r<am
Tartar, ('itric
bcr. k> tun.10^,16
restored my hair where it was bald, and, where
M oln **e*.
Acid, Shellac, ('opal. Ifagrey, to its original color
mar and Hums usetl for Duty
tic 4* god.
Rf.v A
“I have nsed
WEBSTER, B**ton, Mass
like purposes 10c, Aloes, Cienftigos..... a5d 36
them with great off -ct. 1 am n >w neither bald
Chlorate of Trinidad.35 a .36
nor grey.
!
hair
was
aud
it is now
brittle;
My
dry
Potash, Carb. Magnesia Cuba clayed.30 o31 j
•oft as in youth.”
do.
6c, Boracic Acid, Yellow
do. tart
27a28 ! Rev. 1| \T. DBJEN, Boston, Maes
That they proPrnssiate Potash and do. Muscovado 32 (2 33
mote th* gr «w:h of the hair where baldness is, I
Red do. 10c,
New Orleans.
have the evidence of my own eyes."
Orotic Acid and Sugar Portland Syrup, hhds. .26
Sold by Druggists throughout the World
do.
bids. 29
I
qf Iwad 4c. Asphalt um
and Ri-(hro. potash 8r,
Nail*.
PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE,
Salts,

•*

A chased from the Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,

SPEEIES

*'

do
Ruk im’t. .134 a, 15
I <» r»l.

.2\

fllllEsubscribers hereby give# public notice to all
A. concerned,that they have b«*eu dulv appointed and

55
«-55
Hairing.50
"
-45 a, 50
llcmp
India. 25a. ;$3
a-
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dtf

.50
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JJAL{V

Although

Exchange St
hoar of a chance to buv a "MILK
ROUTE,” in which there i* not a customer who has
failed to pav his monthly hills. A favorable chance
is thus offered to auy one who mav wish to engage in
the business, or to enlarge his present "route
novl2 eodtf

a

Soda, Caustic Soda lc; Cask.450@475 !
Castor Oil 60c ^ gal..
Vnvn I Store*.
?2
oz., Al- fluty Turpentine. Rosin, >
f* art., Copperas !*itrh, 77?r20 }'cadml., I
60c
rwt., Muriatic Ac-, .S'. Turpentine 15c 4'gal. \
id 10 t*c ad rot.. Spong- r»r{foreignbbl.«13al4 !
Isin- Pitch (Coal Tar) $4a, 4i
es, Assafeet idn.
ments he holds out to those whose business or pleas- I
glass. E/or Sulphur.Scn- Kosin.18 (j*2G
urc call them to the "Forest City.”
na, Arrowroot, (Hnseuy lu rjientine 4>ga). 2 86<a2 90
20 i*c. lileaching PowOakum.
JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
ders 80c 4» cwt., Sago fluty: Free.
dtt
Portland, Aug. 19.1862.
bt\c h*ctrt., Sal Soda and American.8J® 94
SotisL Ash Jc 4> lb, (Yude
Oil.
BATH HOTEL,
brimstone S3 and Roll Duty: Sperm, Whale and
do. 86 V ton, Alcohol40c
other Fish Oils of forHy C. M. PI.UMMIi
4* gal.
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
Alum
lb.4 ® 6c ral.. Linseed, f/ewpseed
386, Washington St., Bath.
Aloe*.30 (p. 37 and 1,'lineseed23c 4* go!.,
Hoot. 17 (640
(Hire 23c,
Salad 50c,
25SIM %*Term8 SI per day. Stable connote* Arrow
Borax.So ya.33
Palm. Seal and t'ocoawith house.
4 Ua. ft
Brimstone (roll)
n ut 10c
gal.
p
Bid arb. Soda
.6J 67 Portland Kerosene
Bath. June 23.1862.
dtf
Sulphur.6 ia 61 llluminat'g Oil 55 (d.C/\c
4 Machine..80^0,82
Sal
Soda.
3Jo,
sa<;ai>aiio< k hoi sf,
Camphor.1 Sum 1 35 C'larine.
ream Tartar.35 « V>
Alfred Carr.
Sperm Winter .2 0.8a 210
Proprietor. ! (Logwood
ex.12J;« 14 Whale, ref. Wint 98 al<iO
BATH. MA! iE.
do.
Crude.90 «92
Magnesia .28 in 36
2
• rand
Bank and
Indigo, M'la, fine 81
THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
Madder.17i\6 18
(
haleur.
>26 a 29
Bay

Bath. June 23.1862.
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RAILROADS.

Sail.95o*ilOO

( hee»e.
lb.
Duty 4c
Vermont V lb

undersigned respectfully iuforms the
public that lie has lea-ed the above House*.
Street, Portland, nd invites
liMHil
1
M the travelling community to call and
it
he knows “how to keep a hotel.” Clean,
rooms,
a
t
attenible.
airy
good beds,
well-provided
tive servants and moderate charges are the induce- !

localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situateii on the Kenneb«*c, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the most
iting rH'j-eats from the dust and turmoil of our
large cities.
The SagadahocK m one of the finest, most spacious. and l>est appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thane minutes walk of the I>e|*>t, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom House. Ac., being directiy in the business centre of the < ity.
Terra* Moderate by the Weeli or
Day.

«

Cotton
Max

Barrel, p lb.lOpall
Keg«, p tb.lOj^llc
Leathrr*
Sperm.32 ®35

0,1

venture out

one

and H’ax8c.
Duty s/n
St ear me 6c, Tallow 24c
4> lb.
Mould
lb.13|cal4

THE

appeared.

BY

Hyaon.7&cgt81

'

MEDICAL.
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f> lb.

Young Hyson-75
<tolong .7m

ld®16|

CENTRAL HOI m:.

possible.

as

With breathless anxiety I watched at the
port hole. At length I saw them emerge from
the shadow of the stable and advance across
the vacant ground toward the cabin. One,
two, three. Great heavens! six stalwart Indians, armed to the teeth, and urged on by the
hope of revenge. And I alone to opjiose them
with but one charge of powder.
My case
was desperate indeed.
With quick but steady
step, in close single file, tney approached, until
within a few yards of the house, when a slight
change or divergence in the movement oT the
forward Indian, changed the (los’lion of the
entire six. so that a portion of the left side of
each was uncovered. They were all in range
—one aim would cover a 1.
Quick as thought
I aimed and fired. As the smoke cleared away,

Team
Duty »)c

Soucliong.50 (§55

German Steel.... 18

n*.

rm

Mail Line.

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH

Bough.j

Marrow p bush$2 37 a,2«2 KnglishlBlis.Steel. 19 u 20
J'ea.2 02a2 Hi Spring.l0(a 12
Blue l’od.2 37®2 02 Sheet Iron. Engl. .6 (a, 64
Sheetlrou.Ru»Hia.l8 o21
1 nudlea.

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

!

28.

Stock 10 f>c ad val.
Americaii refined

Vnrninh.
but* be p lb.
T abneeo.
Furniture.$
First Sort, 1862... 14 @16 |
Leaves unmanu a^. Conch.
Duty:
I ron.
t u red 25. att other kindr
'Damir.
buty: l'ig and Stamp $6,
35 l>e ad rat.
Wool.
11a r not exceed i n y $50 p J 6’sAlO's best
br’ds.70 *®75( I Duty
lb
Coating 18c
ton ralue #17 p Ton, exdo.
medium. Oft olr»8 ! and under 5 4>e, over 18c
l’earl |> lb.8fey 84 ceeding $60 p Inti $18,
do.
common fin <X«52
t<> 24c l> ib 3c, over 24c
l’ot.7 j\u, 84
legs than $ inch thick or
hall lb* beat br’da.78 .«80
9c l> lb.
A 1* pica.
more than 7 inches vide,
do. mod. good *V» (a 70 Fierce.45
(ireen
.15'>®1 75 rounds less than £ inch
do. common. ..00 (n.4J2 Lambs.45 i^*55c
Sliced i* lb.5^®04t
(a 53
or more than 4 incheg in
Natural Leaf. lbs £1
Ziaar.
Cored 4> lb.5$ ifpjj
diameter, and squares
Fancy, iu Foil.ii.« 2 Duty: In bfoi'ka nr pig*
Cucored 4> Ih.2f® 3
4
than
inch
less
or more
Tin.
l}c, in ahecta 2c p ih,
Bread.
than 4 incheg square $2U,
Duty: Piff 15c, Plates 2J manufacture* cf 30 pc
Railroad $12 60, iloilcr
Duty 30 *>c.
ad rat.
$>c
rat.
ad
1‘ilot 9 loo lbs £54 (® 53
and Rtate $25 p ton.
Banca, cash.43c a 4| l*igs and slabs.5i@ 51
Ship ...4j S 4j Sheet 2o2$C p lb and
Strait#, cash.
40 fa40 Sheet .Voaalmann.
il2
< noken
per bhl. 9i 8j $3u.5 p ton.
Plntes-Char.I.C.sifta 181 Sheathing...,_
100. .35 ®40c Common.4 d 44
Crackers,
do.
I.X. lftajfil
"
Rrrhangp.
Refined
4* ^4j
Butter.
Coke.12 a 12 London—GO a.. 1 02fa. 103
Swede.7 tg> 7$
Dufy 4c V lb.
Wood.
Laris../ 3 45#&3 50
Family |» lb.22 <®24c Norway.7 pa Kj
Hard, retail.88 @
Cast
a
Steel.25 27
Store.15 ®10
Ben

_dtT_

M O N T R EA L

The clock struck nine, the clock struck ten.
And still the corn kept popping;
It struck eleven and then struck twelve,
And still no signs of stopping.

ear

*

New York.

And shook and shook the popper.

But the

by this line to and from Montreal.
East port aud St.

Shippers are requested to seud their freight to the
steamers asearly as 8 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
KM MUY k FOX, Brown s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. ( ROM WELL k CO., No. 80 West Street,

January

t>C is levied on alt rtu.rchanuise not imported direct from the place *?)' product uni or growth.
A pHi'p*
Duty 10 t»c ad vat.

Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta,

John.

to

10

lloKi'Man, will, until further notice,
run as follows:
Wharf, Portland, even- WEDNESBrowns
I.oave
DAY. ami SATCRDAY, at 4 1*. M., and leave Pier
New
Diver,
North
York, every WEDNESDAY
0
and SAlURllAY, at 3 o’clock, 1*. M.
Those vcasels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passenger*. making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers Ik*tween New York
and Maine. Passage $5.00, including Tare aud State

Then Susan she the popper shook,
Then John he shook the popper,
Till bo^h their faces crew as red
As saucepans made of cupi«r.

•

Expressly corrected for the 1‘ri.sb
An additional duty r\f
!I«p».

"CUESAPEAKE,” apt. Willett,
anti
••PAltKEKSBL’IsG/’ Captain

And raked and stirred the tire.
And talked of different kinds of ears,
And hitched their chairs up Higher.

|

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.
The splendid and fast Steamships
(

And them they sat a popping corn,
John Stiles and Susan Cutter;
John Stiles as stout as any ox,
And Susan fat as batter.

*

THE MARKETS.

STEAMBOATS.

POETRY.

in

CASKETS,
Une,

And will make o order
anythiug of this kind that
may be ordered, -t short notice, from the cheapest to
the very BKST
B> giving nv strict aud undivided
attention to the manufacturing. lining and trimming
of the above, 1 cau furnish mem
cheaper than any
one else
Aug «. 1S<B.
JAMKS p. SLEEPER.
At a ( OTRT or l’KOBATK held at Portland, within
and for tho County of Cumberland. on the first
Tuesday of January, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and sixtv-three.
VATIIANIKL BAlM.ER.’ named Executor in a
il certain Instrumeut purporting to be tho last
Will and Testament of Jnaoph firalThm, late of
Brunswick insaid County, deceased.having presented
the same for probate
It teas Ordered, That tho said Executor give notice
to all person* in forested, by causing notice to be published three week* successively in the Maine State
Press, printed at Portland, that thev may appear at
a Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on tho
first Tuesdav of February next, at ten of the clock
in the fbrenoon, and show cause if any they have,
he proved, apw hv the -aid Instrument should not
proved. and allowed, a* the last Will aud Testament
of said deceased
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
A truecopv, attest.
LlttENE HUMPHREY,
30 wSw*

Register.

